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Controversy Surrounds Appointment
By Steve Shoup
A storm of controversy from
University and state government
sectors greeted the appointment
last week of John C. Elac as the
University of New Mexico's next
president.
Questions about Elac's qualifications and selection were
raised by faculty and students immediately after the announcement of his appointment Aug. 7
by Board of Regents President
Henry Jaramillo. Elac is currently chief of the General Studies
Division of the Inter-American
Development Bank in Washington, D.C.
Much of the controversy has
centered on EJac's relationship
with Robert Cox. president of the
New York .fim1 hired by theregents to assist in the search process. Both Elac and Cox have
backgrounds in the U.S. State
Department. both had assignments in Venezuela at approximately the same time in the mid60s. Both had involvement with
the Panama Canal. Cox having
written a book on it and Elac hav..
ing been on the board of director'>
of the Panama Canal Co.
Elac said he had met Cox in the
State Department 20 years ago
but did not elaborate on their relation~hip. Regent Ann Jourdan
said she was av..are of the two
men's friendship, but that it did
not affect Elac's 11clection.

However, campus sources
continue to report that Elac and
Cox are good friends. Neither
men were available for comment.
Elac is on a two-week vacation,
which, according to his
Washington office, he had been
planning to take at this time for
several months.
Linda Weiss, vice president
for university recruiting at the PA
Executive Search Group (which
Cox heads), said Cox would not

"'\'Vv \\.an'i to t.'Xpn:'~!\

'''l:hat SI!CUIS tn h~ tht.•
d!">l.."ontt:nt nf all
"tudcnh O\'l"r the

pn,•-.idcntial sean_·h
dnd s~h:t:tion pruri

be available for comment until
today. When asked about the two
men's relationship, Weiss cited
the confidentiality agreement be·
tween PA and the regents and
said. "l really can't talk about
it."
Elac hold!! a d;1ctoratc in economics from the University of
California at Los Angeles and
was a lecturer in economics at the

University of California at Ber~
keley from 1965 to 1967. He was
also coordinator of the University
of Chile-University of California
cooperative program in the late
'60s. Since 1971, Elac has supervised 40 people researching Latin
American development at the Inter-American Development
Bank.
But some faculty and students
want to know more about Elac's
presidential qualifications.
Jane Slaughter, assistant professor of history and vice president of the Faculty Representation Association, said the facultv
wants to meet with Elac to voice
their concerns. Fornow, the FRA
will drop plans to urge state
Attorney General Paul Bardacke
to look into the search process,
she said.
"I don't think there's any
point in pursuing it at this time,"
she said.
A coalition of student groups
has been forn1ed in opposition to
Hlac's appointment. AI Carrillo,
Associated Students of UNM
o;cnator. acting as spnkcsman for
the students, said the group wants
to meet with the rcgent!i and Elac.
"We want to express what seems
to be the discontent of all students
over the presidential search and
selection process."
The 30-member group is "upset with Elac 's qualifications and
the secrecy in which the presidential search was conducted,''

he said.
Elac has said he will meet with
faculty and students during the
next two weeks to talk over their
concerns. He said he will also
met with Gov. Toney Anaya,
who criticized the search process
last week. Anaya, an ex officio
member of the board, said he
should have been consulted in the
search. State Superintendent of
Education Leonard DeLayo,
another ex officio member, also
said he should have been consulted.
The search procedure, conducted off campus by PA, has
been the focus of dissent since it
was announced in February, but
Anaya has leveled new charges,
which contend that the regents
have violated the state Open
Meetings Act by interviewing
Elac and other candidates in Denver and discussing the search on
conference telephone calls.
The act requires that advance
notice of all quorum meetings of
public policy-making bodies.
Records in the University Secretary's office show M such notil:c
was given of the July 13 meeting
in Denver, which included at
least three of five regents. Travel
vouchers filed by Jourdan requeo;t
reimbursement for a Hight to Denver July 13. Other sources say
Regents Colleen Maloof and
John Paez also attended.
Violation of the act carries a

continued on page A·6

Schoeppner wants student involvement
By Harrison Fletcher

Window washing. It's a good
job for a mountaineer,
maybe, or someone who
really enjoys heights as this
guy in downtown Albuquerque seems to.

John Schoeppner, president of the
Associated Students of UNM, said
he has one goal for the coming
semester: •'to let students know that
their voice does make a difference."
"If students don't speak out for
what they want, no one will," he
said.
Schoeppner. elected in April, has
a number of priorities for the coming
year, the first to educate students to
get involved.
"If people want to change, they
have to know that there are ways
available.'' he said,
Schoeppner said that the possibility for change is in the air this year
because of such monumental events
as the presidential elections, the
UNM presidential appointment, as
welt as other historic developments
in the political arena (Jesse Jackson
and Geraldine Ferraro).
Schoeppner said he would like to
see many of UNM's .. student services" focus more on the student's
needs, specifically the Student Union Building.
.. I would like to see a lot of
changes in the SUB,,. he said. ••J'd
like to see the food prices frozen and
see rental fees kept low ...put the studentts interests first."
"I think that the SUB is the main
hub of activity on campus, and I'd
like to sec policies that would preserve this. _
"I think we'{ASUNM) should be
a catalyst for these changes," he
said. "We have the tools, and we
have student backing. •'
Schoeppner said he didn't think
that past administrations used their
"tools" effectively in that they
could have initiat<Jd more change
than they did.

a 42 percent cut.
"I came into this job knowing that
some cuts would have to be made.''
he said, .. but I hate to sec some of
these services suffer, such as the
tutorial service, which I think is
vital."
Schoeppner also said that
ASUNM will probably be paying
the deficit for seven years, b1.1t he
will try to keep student services at a
functional level.
Schoeppner also feels that
ASUNM is starting on the right track
by trying to get students involved in
the governmental process.
"I think that if student's want a
full education, they should get involved in more than just classes.''
he said.
Schoeppner cited the effectiveness of the student lobbying effort as
an examQle. /~
"Legislmfrs need to hear student
John Schoeppner
input on such issues as tuition and
grants," he said. "Usually the first
"We (ASUNM) are represented question legislators ask when con~
on almost every board on campus,'' fronted by legislation concerning
he said. "1 think we have the oppor- Utiiversitics is: •How do the stu·
tunity to be heard and think we
should exereise that right. ff
Schoeppner said, however, that
the budget deficit has ..thrown the
effectiveness of ASUNM off
course.~'

Schoeppner said that just about
every student service has had to take
nearly a 50 percent cut this year. The
popular entertaillment committee
had to take a 50 percent cutback; the
fund available for speakers had to
take a 50 percent cut; the student
lobbying effort had to take a .59 percent cut; the film committee had to
take a 38 percent cut; the tutorial
service had to take a 48 pctcent cut;
and general government (his office
and the vice president's) had to take

dent's feel about it?'"
Schoppener also said that the
Associated Students of New Mexico
is one of the largest student lobbying
bodies in the state with 50,000 members. "We are large enough, and, if
we do our homework, strong enough
to be heard," he said.
Along with student lobbying
efforts, Schoeppner said that students could also gain from such participation by the politicians realizing
that students are watching their activities; consequently, they might be
more responsive to students' needs.
·To implement this idea, ASUNM
has initiated a .series of political
forums next fall which he said he
hopes will encourage student interest and input.
Schoeppner said that legislators in
the UNM area will be featured at the
forums. and offices such as metropolitan court judgeships that affect
students will also be featured.
Schoeppner said if he accomplishes nothing other than educating
the student body to participate. then
his term will have been a success.
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Wire Report

U.S. military presence clouds peace talks
Nic;rraguanttlfltil lead,•r Dan1<:1 Orh'!'ac·al
kd th~ li.S. naval rlc<•toll C'c·ntriil /\nK·ri.::~ ·,
Pac·tlk cmp,t illl illYi!'oHlll ··threat·· and
c·hargcd Sunday that tlw l1 S pnltl) mrnbitr·
1n1• Jll:ilc~ tal band lllllllill'\ pre,enn• l'> nlllll ,,
dll'llll'~
In ~an .!the', ( 'oo;ta Rr<·a. lll<'anwh!le. l'n'''
dc·llt I .u h Allwrh 1 Monge· ·.,ud he \\a' aduw 111
tlw ··hi)!hl!'t Jllll'rc''t' nl lh\.' .:<Hlfllr\'' ln
.hkllll' lnr tilL' rc'i!J!!Hill<lll\ of lllll't ol hh

Ciihltll'l lllc'tnhl'r' anud runHH' ot an ll!IJW!td
Ill)' l"<Hlp
1Jr11 Ill)' a VI 'ill

to Nic·nragua ·, Canhh,:an
t'rillclt.l'd the n:c\.'nt anrv<tl of
till' \l S. navallkcl toC',·ntml Anrem:an \\a
ll'r'o.
J'he lkct "b a ~cnou., tlm.•at bentl!\l' it
llll'itn'i th•· lJnitl'd Stall'' >:ould ea.,!lv rnvatk

··oa,l,

O!W~·a

or I '.1 Salvador:· 'taid the ruling
lctti-.t Sandnusta J·ront'' pre'tLkntral ..:m1Lh·
date for the November election'
0Jtcga >ai<.lthc lJ .S. fleet. whi'h indudes
2.000 milit<try pcrsmuwl from nnval ba"~' rn
Florida and Yirgrniu. acts as an mcentin: hll
<'lA hacked Ntc:mlguan lknH>.:ratie h>l\'~ n·
b<?h hihed in llnnduras to l'!llllinuc· th<:H
dlorts to overthrow the Jvlanagua govern
rncnt
In a di.,patdl in the official Barncada nc'\\'
JliiJlCI' r~portcd Sunday. Ortega ahn 'hargcd
thnt the .Rcagnn admini.,tration rs pur,uing a
contmdrctol} policy.
Or1eg;r suid pt:acc talh the Umtcd Stutes h
holding with Nicura)!ua arc contradictory t<l
"w, military presence. which doesn't aid in
the kast pcaccmakin}! efforts in Central
~ rc anrgu;r

Amcriqt"
ln Costa Rica. Monge requested the n:signations of hb top ofl'iciub after Security
Mmistcr Angel Edmundo Solano circulated
nrmors uf a possible coup tl'ctal. Solano later
retracted Ius statcnwnts but Monge a<.lmitted
there hml been such nrmor,,
ln a statement rde<rscd l<llc Saturduy night.
Monge ~nid. "The nlCtlsurc~ I am taking ure
not the r0~ult nt' any pressure' and ... what I
am doing to lead Cosh! Rk<l in this crucial
hour is 111 the htghcst interests ol the country.'·
Mnn~c is ~chedulcd to adores;. the nation
Tu~sduv when he will announce which resignatimis he will ucccpt.
Speaking t\\0 day> after the U.S. Congress
approved an additional $70 million in militury
aid tn the ~nvernment nf Jose Napoleon

Duarte, the kading C:1thol ic Church official
said he opposc<. arm:- shipments to Central
America.
1n his sermon at the Metropolitan Cathedral, Salvadorun Archbishop Arturo Rivera \
Dumas said of the arms race in Central America. "I am against all arms f1ows in Central
America and especially to El Salvador."
Referring to this week's increase in U.S.
military aid. Rivera y Damas said the bishops'
cnnfercncc would issue a response.
On the battlefront. the Salvadoran Air
Force bombed guerrilla positions ncar the
Honduran border during the past two days.
driving rebels of the Farubundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLNl to other parts of
the country. army spokesmen said.
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Home of the latest in Droiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

BREAKFAST

\

(Served with whole wheat toast, margarine 6 jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ..••.••.•..•.•..••••••••.••••••.•. $2.($0
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ••••• , , , .•...••.••••••••. , •••.•••• $2.~0
$1.95
No. a TWO EGGS, hash browns .6 toast ' •••
~
I

I

•••

"'

• • • • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • •

I

••.••••••

i

'

••••••••••••

••••

No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast ••••••••••••• , ................. ,_ •••••••••••• , •.••.••••••••• $1.40

No. 5 PANCAKES (4) ••.••.••.••••..•....••••.••••••••••••••••••••• -. .••••••••_., •••••.•••••••••••• $1.55

No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast •••••••..••••..••••.•••••• $2.~0
$~.25
No•. 7 WESTERN OMLETIE, "' •••.••
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea With Any of The Above Dreoldosts
i

••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries ............. $.60 One Egg ............... $.55
Hash Drowns . . . . . • • • . . • • • • 70 Pancake . . • • • . . . • • . • . . . • • . 45
Western Style • • . • .. • • • • • 1.10 Toast & Jelly .............. 50
Onion Rings • . . • . . . . . . . • . • 80 Jelly •.•.....• , .••..•..•..• 05
Deans • • • . • . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • 60 Crackers • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 05
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 50
No. 1
No. 2
No. ~
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

WireReporl

by United Press International

Bacon, Ham, Sausage or Beef Pattie ..................... $.90
Salad with choice of Dressing • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 80
Extra Blue Cheese ....................................... 15
Tomatoes (3 slices) • • • . . • • .• • . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 20
American or Cheddar Cheese • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) •••••••••••••••••••••• 20

HAMBURGERS

HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand Island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle • • •
FIESTA BURGER chili con came or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce ......................................
COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, 6 onion • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. • ..

$1.45
$1.60
$2.45
$1.65
$1.40
$1.35

SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce 6 tomato •••••••••••••••••••.•••• , •
HAM. LE'ITUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BACON, LEnUCE & TOMATO same as above •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, . • • • . • • • • • .• • • • • • • • •
EGG, LEITUCE 6 TOMATO same as above • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

MEXICAN FOOD

No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce & tomato • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • •
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & ·tomato •••••••••••• ~
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato •••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese 6 onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco 6 beans •••• , • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 oz.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 65 1.00
4

••••••••••••• t

$.95
1.55
1.55
1.20

$.85

t • • • • • • • • • • • t . . . . . .- • • • • -·

75

2.45

Driver slams cable car,
kills himself, injures 30
SAN FRANCISCO-- A motorist apparently intent on suicide crash~:d
his automobile into a cable car loaded with tourists on one of San
Francisco's steepest hills Sunday. killing himself and injuring 30
people, police said.
The impact of the collision sent the cable car careening two blocks
down the hill, hitting cars and vans that had been behind it while
terrified passengers either fell or jumped off the speeding vehicle.
"It (the auto) was travelling at a tremendous speed" when it hurtled
into the slowly climbing cable car, a witness, Mike Harris, said.
A second witness said, "I looked up and it just kept on coming,
People were falling off."
The automobile raced down the Hyde Street hill at speeds ofup to 50
mph on the wrong side of the street and smashed head-on into the
climbing cable car, investigators said. Officers said they were pm:zled
that there ~.re. no skid marks, indicating the driver of the auto
apparently did not try to stop.
"There's speculation it may have been a suicide," said a police
spokesman who would not give his name. ''The auto was on the wrong
side of the steel and the crash appeared to be dcl.ibcrate."
Witnesses at the top of the hill said the auto appeared to be waiting at
the crest and its driver gunned his motor and started downhill as the
cable car was moving slowly up the grade, one of the steepest in the
ci~.
.
·
The cable car, carrying mostly tourists on a sunny weekend outing,
rolled out of control about two blocks down the hill before the operator, or gripman, could bring it to halt, police said.
The auto was demolished, but the cable car sustained only minor
damage. police said.
Thirty people - cable car passengers and the gripman - suffered
a variety of injuries, but only one of the injured appeared to be
seriously hurt, police said.
Mission Emergency Hospital treated 14 people for minor injuries
and Mount Zion Hospital handled another seven. Most of the pass en·
gers suffered bruises, strains and lacerations. and were released. A
74-year-old woman was kept under observation at Mission Emergency
·
for back and chest injuries.
Spokesmen at both hospitals said all the injured were from out of
.
. .
town except the gripman. ,
Nine other passengers were treated at the scene by paramed1cs or
.
.
taken into nearby hom7s for first aid, police said.
The identity of the dnver of the auto had not been determmcd. pollee
said.
Uwas the first serious accident involving a cable car since the system
reopened June 21 after a two-year renovation project.

DRINKS.45 5SOFT
c•nts oH on ,.fills
DRINKS coke, dr. pepper & 7 up , , • • • • • .45

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
-A Johannesburg businessman has
offered a $65,000 purse for a rematch between U.S. track star Mary
· Decker and Zola Budd. the South
African Broadcasting Corporation
said Sunday.
Decker's hopes of an Olympic
gold medal were shattered Friday
when she was carried from the track
in agony after colliding with Budd in
the final of the womens 3,000-mcter
event.
Budd. who gained British
citizenship and a place in the British
Olympic squad earlier this year.
finished seventh as the crowd booed
· her for her role in Decker's fall.
Now bank and mining company
director Joe Berardo has offered a
purse for a rematch.
Berardo said it would be up to the
London' Daily Mail. which has Budd
under contract, to arrange the .new
confrontation.
Olympic judges. S~~~rday
absolved Budd of rcsponsJbrhty for
the collision, but Decker blamed the

•

ROLL .72

R

R 3$7,000
year Army ROTC Scholarships worth up to 0
will be available to qualified appliM cants. Interested?
Call Capt. Bolton 831- T
1111 x278 or 279.

Aren'tYou Hungry?™

former South African for the fall that
put them both out of the running for
medals.
Budd's brother, Quintus, said he
was distressed to sec his sister involved in such an unpleasant incident after the tension surrounding
her admission to the British Olympic
team.
"I only wish she were here now so
that we could give her a big hug and
tell her she is still our heroine -the
taet that she made it to the Olympics
is an achievement like none other."
he said.

So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
Burger King® burger now.

f1

BuyoneWBOPPER·sandwleh,
getanotherWHOPPERiree.

1916 Central Ave. SE
~

lUll.
EGR
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-

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Umit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
This offer expires September 20,1984
Good only at 1916 Central s.e.
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:Kid's Camo:
·FATIGUES •

60

.45 ICE TEA
. . .. .
.
.
.45 LEMONADE· .......... • .... • " " ' .. • " " ".' ' .... ' . . '
'80
.70 JUICE orang~,' ~p~l~: ~~;,;~t~. g;~p~f;~it
'1 :20 •
.85 SHAKES chocolate,. strawberry 6 vanilla ••• , , • • • • • • .65 •95 1.25
. FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE .................75 1.15 1.50
'l

A

FRESHMEN

. ·~\1l~Mll ar.._,

70 .95
40 '55 '65 90
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dcochcting bullets. Several witncs.ses called the police operation ''extraordinary."
The crowd retaliated by throwing
objects at polce and setting a few
cars on· fire, witnesses said. They
s;~id some gasoline bombs were also
thrown at police.
The rally marked tile I 3th
anniversary of the 1971 British imposition of internment without trial
of paramilitary suspects in the Brit·
isiJ-ruled province. The practice was
abandoned in 1975.
The suspects were mainly supporters of the outlawed Irish Republican
Am1y, who ;~refighting to drive the
British from Northern Ireland.
The street below the rally platform was littered with shoes, handbags and other personal articles after
the violence ended and people left
their belongings behind in a rush for
cover.
Despite an order from British
Home Secretary Leon Brittan to stay
out of Northern Ireland, Galvin, 34,
was smuggled by IRA sympathizers
into the country a few days ago. He
has been evading security forces
ever since.
Galvin flew into the Irish Republic from New York with 130 members of a Noraid delegation who
have since been touring Ulster.

don radio station said the girl had
been hit in the throat with a rubber
bullet.
In a statemcn! released after over
five hours of in!ense discussions
with government officials, police
said they had been attacked by
"stonethrowing" mobs of youths
before the rally,
Police said they fired a total of 31
plastic bullets, "a number of them in
the air." They identified the dead
man as a "rioter, "
Stone-throwing mobs gathered
around the streets of Belfast following the inciden! and police set up
roadblocks in an effort to catch
Galvin.
"It was. absolute pandemonium,"
s!lid one witness. ''There were many
women and children in the crowd
and no pi ;tee to escape. Police fired
plastic bullets at point blank nmge
into the crowd. They used batons,
too."
British state television, the BBC,
showed footage on their evening
news of a policeman hitting a
woman on the back with a truncheon,
Independent Television News
showed film of families huddled
together on the street, with women
and children screaming as they cowered in corners to dodge the

Money offered for track rematch

e•

i,,

BELFAST, Northern Ireland Police trying to arrest a New York
lawyer at an anti-British rally Sundiiy charged the crowd and fired
plastic bullets, killing one man and
injuring at least 20 others, including
many women and children.
Police dressed in riot gear rushed
toward Martin Galvin, director of
Noraid- the pro-IRA U.S. Northem .Ireland Aid committee - as
Galvin stepped onto the rally platform and picked up the microphone
to speak to the rally marking the I 3th
anniversary of British imposition of
internment without trial.
Galvin, a New York lawyer banned by the British Home Office from
visiting Northern Ireland, escaped.
Sinn Fein, the legal political wing
of the outlawed Irish Republican
Army, said Galvin changed into a
policeman's uniform for the getaway. They said two Galvin Jookalikes were sent out in opposite
directions to fool police.
The Northern Ireland Office in
Belfast issued a statement late Sunday blaming the organizers of the
mlly for the violence: "The presence of Martin Galvin in Belfast
today was a deliberate attempt to
flout the law.
''It is clear that there was an organized attempt to attack the security
forces. The conclusion cannot be
avoided that such attacks were foreseen by Provisional Sinn Fein, and
the blame for the death and injuries
which have resulted must be placed
firmly on those who chose to organize today's events."
Scan Downs, 22, died in the violent clashes and 20 people were
taken to hospitals with injuries,
police said. They said three people
had been detained in the hospital.
Hospital sources said many of the
injured were women and children.
including a 4·year-old girl. A Lon-
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1.50

6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, Frenchfries or hash browns with salad •••••••••• $3.10
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries 6 salad • • • • • 2.55
5 oz. RID EYE STEAK - USDA Choice Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.55
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham 6 egg ••• , •••. , ••••• , •••• 2.95
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tomato, chfddor cheese, 6 egg ••••••.••••.•••.• , ••• , ••••••••••••• , •• 2.75

Take Out on All Items

Northern Ireland clash leaves 20 hurt

2.~5

PLAnERS

COFfEE .•••. • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • .29 .35
HOT TEA .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .29 .~5
SPICED or HERBAL TEA .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .35 .40
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER •• • ••••••••••• • •• 45 .55
MILK ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •.• • •• • • • • • •• • • • 48

by United Press International
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Ride With
~~ r.~.~.s?ir-~
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..ru,
•• 1 ·• ·'t~···~:
City of Albuquerque
601 Yale S.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Adult Fare ................... 60
Commuter Pass .... $19.00
one calendar month

Punch Pass .......... $12.00
twenty rides

For more information call:
(505) 766-7830
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Lack of community input
mars Regents' selection
Last week the Regents of the University of New Mexico selected
John C. Elac as our new president. The selection was met with jeers
from much ofthe University community. The Regents seem puzzled
by this reaction. Considering the inadequacies of the presidential
selection process it is puzzling that the Regents are puzzled.
Although an ad hoc committee including representatives from the
vanous constituencies on campus and off was consulted near the end
of the search, their recomn1endations were not heeded. Members of
this committee requested the opportunity to interview more than two
of the finalists. They were not allowed to.
There are roughly 22,000 undergraduates, 4,000 graduate students
<Jnd 7,000 faculty members at UNM. The ad hoc comminee consisted
nf f1ve people Two of these people were faculty and one was an
unrJergraduate student. The other two we~e ~epresentatives from the
UNM FoundatiCm and the Alumni AssocJatJon. A graduate student
representative was not included. Committee members were not
allowed to consult or inform their constituencies of the selection
process. Consequently, over 99 percent of the population directly
affected by the Regents' decision was in the dark.
During the press conference announcing the selection a faculty
member asked about Elac's alleged friendship with Bob Cox, the head
of the New York consulting firm that screened the presidential appli·
cams. The professor also questioned the Regents about Elac's 17year absence from a university environment. These are not unreasonable questions.
As Regent Phillip Martinez walked out from the press conference he
said, gesturing toward that faculty member, "I want that man
arrested."
This remark is indicative of the disregard for faculty input that was
painfully apparent throughout the search process.
Two years ago the Regents searched for a new president. The
search was criticized by some as being too open. The identities of the
finalists were made known and the candidates were questioned during public forums on campus. In general, the Regents made sure that
they received input from the community. They could not reach a
decision on a new president then.
This time the process was totally different. Nothing was made
known about any of the applicants and an out-of-state consulting firm
was hired. No input from the community was allowed. This suggests
that in order to make a decision the Regents need to prohibit input
from students and faculty,
Regent President Henry Jaramillo said, "We believe that the policy
of confidentiality has enabled the Regents to conduct this search in an
atmosphere of objectivity and with only the best interests of the
How can the best interests of anyone be
University in mind.''
served if they are not consulted about decisions affecting them? This
type of behavior is appropriate. in a relationship in which the governed are not capable of determining what is best for themselves. It is
not appropriate at a university where people are supposedly being
taught to think for themselves.

.-tellers
Regents' selection inappropriate
Editor:
Any suspicion that the UNM Regents would make an appropriate
choice for UNM President disappeared with the announcement of
their selection of John C. Elac. He is inferior both academically and
administratively to all three of the out-of-state candidates bypassed
by the Regents two years ago.
Elac is a middle-level international bank bureaucrat, has slight
accomplishment as an economist, and no administrative experience
in a university. The Regents will have to do better.

.,. commentarg

~commeftfilrg

A·c~ountability

missing

Editor's note: A Shot in the Dar~ is a new column which wi!l
be written by members of the Associated Students of.the University of New Mexico.
ijy John Schoeppner
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1 should extol the virtues of the recent University of New
Mexico presidential search, but I cannot. I should praise the
UNM Board of Regents and their presidential choice, Dr. John
Elac, but I will not.
.
.
The Board of Regents of the University of New Mex1co, 1~
their infinite wisdom, selected Dr. John .Eia~ as the 13th p~esl
dent of UNM. To their surprise the selection was greeted With a
cold shoulder by the University community. The Board cannot
understand why people are unhappy wi~h the results of t_he
search: They have worked diligently for f1v~ months. They In·
corpora ted the aid of a profession ill search f1rm from New York
(to the tune of $30,000). They even involved the various University constituencies in the final stage of the pr~cess. Everyone
should be elated with the search process and 1ts results. I, for
one, am not.
.
1and four other individuals served as an ad hoc committee to
interview the presidential finalists. We were presented with
only two finalists out of a field of over200 applica"!ts. Fi!W-thre~
of these applicants had been, or are curr~n~ly, un1Ver.s1ty J?resldents. Thirteen applicants were from w•thm the Umvers1ty of
New Mexico. Nine others were from New Mexico. Neither oft he
two finalists were either.
Our ad hoc group was told,
by Board members, that it
could see more applicants if it
was not completely satisfied
with the first two. I know of at
least three.committee members, including myself. who
requested to see more candidates. I wonder, did the board
make their final decision before even consulting the constituency groups? Were we
used just to rubber stamp and
legitimize that choi.ce? I feel as
if we were misled and used.
I was sworn to secrecy in
my capacity to that committee. I kept good faith and,
aftha
against my best judgment,
Ulieriy af
did not speak of this to my
constituency. At this point, I
see no good reason why I did
either.
Five of us, representing five broad constituencies, were given
an hour and a half to talk to Dr. Elac. That is a whole 18 minutes
each. We could not make sound recommendations under these
conditions •
The UNM Board of Regents did not use good judgment in
their selection process. They became accountable to no one.
What can be done? How can the Regents be made more
accountable to the University community? One solution is a
voting student member on the Board of Regents. This would
require an amendment to the Constitution of the State of New
Mexico.
The Associated Students oft he University of New Mexico will
propose such an amendment to the state legislature this com·
ing session. I urge everyone who is unhappy with the outcome
of the presidential search to support this constitutional amendment. It is the first step in making the Regents more accountable
to their University.
Meanwhile, no one should be afraid to voice their displeasure
over the outcome of the Regents recent decision. It is, after all,
your university.
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By .Fred McCaffrey
SANTA FE - It's too bad that a few cities in the
state get almost all the news coverage. You know
·the ones we mean. They are, specifically, Albuquerque and Santa Fe, with a srnatter!ng of atten·
tion paid to half a dozen other locations.
Outside of some sort of disaster, natural or
otherwise it's hard for the rest of the state to
generate ~ny interest from the big media in what
goes on in their locale. That's not the way jt ought
to be.

A state, after all, is a collection of people, who
live in a collection of areas. Each is as integral to
the whole as a.ll the others, as a hand is as integral
to a person as a head.
Attention should be spread around.
EXAMPLE: There's nothing strictly political ab·
out the writer's choice of an event to illustrate
that fact, but it does prove the point.
Lordsburg, down there in the southwestern
corner of the state (in case you are a little fuzzy on
your geography,) is in the process of one ofthose
once-in-a-lifetime events which ought to get
more attention and praise from the rest of our
citizens. The community has joined hands to
raise the funds to pay the way of one of the two
New Mexicans participating in the Olympics.
He's Todd Bensley, a marksman, representing
our nation in the running target competition in
Los Angeles.

As Sherri Arredondo puts it recently in the
Lordsburg Liberal, the chances of having an individual from your own community, especially a
small one, excelling at some event to the point of
drawing national, not to say international, attention is remote. When something like that happens, it behooves the whole town to rally round.
Which is just exactly what Lordsburg is doing.
Residents there h<lVe been holding events which
will raise money to help offset the expenses
Bensley has incurred in a year and a half of preparation for the Olympics.
That's a concrete expression of their pride in
one of their own, and a demonstration of their
patriotism to the country he is representing. Old
fashioned values? Yes, but very good ones all the
same.
LEARNING: And maybe there is a lesson here
for the politicians after all. It is that over half the
people of New Mexico live in the small cities and
villages where such virtues are still appreciated
.- and practiced.
It's easy to campaign politically only where the
mini-cams are, of course, but those who choose
to do that exclusively deserve to be forgotten by
those New Mexicans whom they will not even
take time to visit.
To those who ask for votes only by going, as
they put it, ''where the ducks are," some words of
advice: There are lots of ducks you miss- and
their resentment at being neglected can work to
your disadvantage. If politicians don't care
enough about the state's less populous areas to
make their appearance there, why should the
citizens of those parts wish to be represented by
·the men and women who hold such attitudes?
You will see resentment at those who are too
totally urban expressed dramaticaly when the
votes get counted on the evening of Nov. 6 this
year.

31RDS~

Lee Reilich
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STUDENT
HEALTH CENTER

U NM

Women and Change Support Group
September 17- October 22, 1984
9-10:45 am (6 Monday mornings)
Preliminary interview required.
Call 277-4537 Enrollment limited

Health Fair-Thursdaze East Mall 8-4
Free Health Screening August 23, 1984
Health Advocate Needed: CPR Instructor
Certified $30.00 per 4-hr instruction committment
4·20 hrs.
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Loring D. Wirbel's letter of July 12th is one of the most interesting
letters I have read.
However, as far as my "ac~nowledgment offunclament~;~l ch~;~nge In
Soviet thinking" frt1m one party leader to another, I can only em ph a·
size what I feel is happening "here and now." There has been such a
thing as "propaganda" from both sides of the fence since day one. So
consequently, I have summarized that by reading any newspaper,
one must read between the lines (with tongue in cheek, .so to speak). I
can only repeat something I have learned when I spent two years in
South Korea in the late 40s. "Do not believe all you read; do not
believe all you hear; and believe only an nth of what you see."
Talking about "nasty-Hate America" rhetoric coming from the
Soviets or any other foreign nation; ''rhetoric" is what it is. And the
biggest rhetoric starts with Reagan from the time of his governorship
in California to the upcoming inevitable end of his presidency in the
U.S. He is the "maestro of political blame" in every sense of the word.
And as his first wife, Jane Wyman, had adamantly uttered more than
once, "I do not like his politics."
To top it all, Reagan has gotten the U.S. in astronomical debt up to
our "keister" and up to our necks.• all because of his stupidity, his lack
of thinking and feeling- in his nuclear madness!!!
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Failure to visit small communities
earns snub by New Mexican voters

•

author sOlely. Unslgnod opinion Is thatolthe editor and •efleetstha editoro•l pohcy ofthe paper,

but dces not necessarily represent the! vieWs of the members of the Daily Lobo staff.
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telephone num'bet. No names will be withheld The D'ily Lobo dou -not guarantel!il publication
ahd will edit letters for length ·and libelous content
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Reagan biggest 'rhetoric' culprit
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your University better by making your student govetment more responsible. e
e HelpForMake
more information call 271·5528 ot drop by the ASUNM office Rm. 242 s.u.B.
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Controversy
continued from page A·1
line, but the Auorncy OcnCi"·
al''> office '><lid .the first offenders
usually receive only rt warning. To
date, no request !'or an investigation
has been received by the attorney
general.
Notices of the June 4 and June 18
c.loscdmr.etings betwcc,, the regents
nnd PA officials were on file in the
University Secretary·~ oflkc.
In keeping with the search procc·
dure adopted by the regents in
Fcbru<try which states "the regents
will call upon members of the variou'> constilllcnt groups to assist
with the interviews "of finalist.,,"
$100

Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertis·
ing investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 6 a.m.-5 p.m.
-

Ih c pcuplu were 111Vil!:d to llltCrVIt:\\
I:lu~ and the other finaliot. They
w~n: Pol.ly Turner, pr<:sillcnt of th.:
Faculty Senate: Mari-Luci Juramillo. associate dean of the College of
Education; John Schoeppner,
ASUNM president: Gerry Geist of
the Public Service Company of New
Mexico and the UNM Foundation;
and Ray Berube, president of the
UNM Alumni Association.
Both Schoeppner and Turner
criticized the process and the length
of time they were allowed to spend
with each candidate. Schoeppner
~<lid they were allowed to speak with
Elac for le~s than two hours. Turner
said the interviewers received only
short resumes instead of complete
records of both candidates.
The other candidate was not identified by Jaramillo but reportedly
wa> not a New Mcxic;m and abo had
a background in Latin American studie~ and had held several po~t~ at
M.idwe'>tern univer;itics.
Jaramillo ;aid a total 210 upplica·
tinns and nomination., were rcCCIVt:d. Of thc.,e. II were women.

-- -----·-

ations come from UNM

13 were from w1tlun UNM. nine
were from elsewhere in the state, 53
had some university presidential experience and six were ''nonuctldcmician.'>."

then up to the enforcement
the suspect into cus~
" said Fred Coufscrvices at

Upon announcing Elac's selection, Jaramillo described him as a
man with "high integrity and
ethics." an earned doctorate,
"proven managerial abilities," and
fluency in Spanish.

Becker said he was not aware of
any current "crackdown."
Citations arc, however., periodi·
eally purged. He said he was not able
to comment on the timing.
Becker acknowledged that there
arc ways around paying tickcl5 but
declined comment on any examples.
''There are ways around anything," he said.

"He's an international figure who
has a proper orientation for the University," JaramiHo said. "We could
have selected a person with more
academic experience, but he's a
well-rounded person. He's definitely a person who would do an excellent job."
Elac io expected to be confirmed
by the rcgcnt5 Sept. 4, and take over
from retiring President John Perovich Jan. I, 1985. Under his one·
year contract. he will be p~id
$S5 ,000 and an automobile allowance. and be provided with on·
Gampu:. houbing and a small house·
hold staff.

-

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Shelter sought
• for new students
••
• Welcome Jewish Students! •••
•• Coming to a new university can
••
be a bewildering experience for any
You are invited to a
••
•• new
student and can be especially
for foreign students .
•••
••• confusing
Matti
Kylamarkula.
coordinator
••
••

II

Social Mixer

•••

~

l

I

•

at
••
••
The International Center
••
1808 Las Lomas NE
••
••
Sunday, August 19
••
••
6- 10 p.m.
••
•••
••
Meet old and new friends
••
•••
See You There!
••
•••
Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union
•••
••• For further
information call Jon White at 883-4353 •
••..........•..........•.........................
:•

of the University of New Mexico
International Center, said she is
seeking people to "put in whatever
'y• !~.,
they can," to help the hundreds of
'
.
new foreign students arriving at
UNM this fall .
Most of the new foreign students
will live on campus, but may need a
place to spend a night or two until the
dormitories open, she said. Volun·
teers don't have to speak a foreign
language, since most foreign stuJohn Slit1Dit1
deniS speak at least some English•
she said .
Interested volunteers should con· David Hecht and his dog, Bear, seek the shelter orone of the
tact Matti Kylamarkula, at 271·
2946. or Samara Jarosh at 277· lnform•tlon booths on campus during • racent downpour.
4032 .
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COSTUME

ADORnON AND PREGNANCY
TESnNG CUNICrs

PRISON PARTY

WELL WOMEN CLINIC

AUGUST 17TH
I

AT

5

'

.

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOR. APPOINTMENT: 265·951 i
107 Girard SE 17106
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BUFFET- ENTERTAINMENT
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WHAT TO DO
AFTER COLLEGE .

COSTUME PRIZES
1ST· $50.00
2ND· $25.00
3RD · CASE OF TECATE

..
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t.P' "'·•~,

$3.00 COVER WITH ONE FREE WELL DRINK
NO ONE UNDER 21 ADMITTED •
ABSOLUTELY NO ADMISSION WITHOUT PROPER 1.0.
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UNM construction increases student parking woes
By

Harri~on

Flctche.r

mit ~y~tcm i' the bc~l way to deal
with the problem. he ~akl.
Pcmut applkalttlll~ an~ maikd to
studcnth and arc i"ucd on a first·
mrnc, fiN-serve ba~i,.,. The co,.,t or a
on~·ycar "tudcnt pcnmt is '!>.36.
Cot1ffcr said applit:ations are "oli·
cited from current enrollnwnt datu
and an: C<l!agorizud according to lip
cod<: at the UNM pmt office.

hcd Coufkr. manag~r ol tht•
llmvcr~ity ol New Mc·xico police
and parkmg wrvkL''· 'aid hc doe~
not \CC ;my n:li,•l in 'ight lor tlw
parking problem "Comrdcnng the
amount of ll!H'Hillj)ll' con,trUL'tinn,
tt''> gelling wor,c."
('oul"kr said that a~ th~: unJvcr;ity
ad<h more building,, 'tudcnh will
lm,c parking.
"The parking 'ituatron at UNM is
like trying to pour five gallon' of
water into a onc-gullon container,"
he 'aid. "You just can't do it.
He suid J62 spaces (98 permit and
64 metered) will be lost until the
construction at Johnson Gym is
complete. Approximately 90 spaces
will be lost in 1985 during the ex pan·
sion of the Anderson School of Man·
agement, scheduled to begin ne11t
spring, Parking will also be lost during the future expansions of the
psychology and chemistry build·
ings, he said.
"If construction continues at its
present rate, it is conceivable that in
the ncar future there will be little or
no student parking available on the
central campus area," Couffcr said.
Although there arc approximately
I, 700 free-parking spal'cs and
TOUJ!hly 4,600 paid spaces available.
they arc not enough to accommodate
Mudcnts and liu:ulty, he ~aid.
Howewr, the ~uncut parking per-

''The parking situa~
tion ut UNM is like
trying to pour five gal~
Jons of water into a one~
gallon container. ''

town npplicatiom, were mailed July
13: and in-town re~idcnt applica·
tions were mailed July 16, Couffcr
said.
''Becaus0 of the small percentage
of out-of-city and out-of ·town stu·
dent~. 1 don't think they have an
advantage,'' he said. ''I really think
everybody has an equal chance to
get a pcm1it."
Approximately half of the 2,686
permit applications processed this
year were returned, Couffcr said.
"Every year we sc.Jl out in about a
week," he said. "We are just not
able to sell permits to everyone that
wants to buy one."
Cout'fer said the the "B" and
"C" zones sold out within the first
two to three days. All of this years
permits, with the e11ception of the
"M" zone, have been sold.
Couffer said applications do not
receive "special attention." "We
receive bags containing 700 to I ,000

Applications are mailed to stu·
dents by the the main post office,
which is notified two weeks in adv·
ance to reduce time. "Once applica·
lions are delivered to the main post
office, then the process is out of our
hands," Couffcr said.
Applications arc rnaiicd on a staggered basis to give each applicant an
equal chance or getting a permit, he
said.
Out-of·~tatc applications were
mmlcd July IJ: rn-,tatc but out-of-

--

New parking structures
depend on bond issues

applications," he said. "We just
dump them out and take them offthc
top one by one. "
Couffer said a three-week survey
is conducted at the beginning of each
year to determine if there is an additional number of spaces that can be
sold.
The survey is conducted by threemember teams who counT the num- ~
bcr of empty parking spaces in each ~~./.
zone at different times. Based on the
'T
number of empty spaces ·
:
during the survey, Couffcr said he is
able to ''oversell" a small percen- llliillililj,;.
tage of the ~ones annually.
However, faculty and staff have
Couffer said faculty account for
first choice of what zones they want, approximately half of the permit
he said. Faculty parking applica· parking spaces on campus, The cost
tions are sent out the second week of of faculty pennits varies with annual
April and must be received at Park· salary.
ing Services by May 31 , ''As with
The other legal alternative is parkthe students, faculty permits arc sold ing meters, which "arc misused by
on a first-come, first-serve basis," both students and faculty," he said.
he said.
continued on B-1

By Harrison Fl.etcher
Because of a lack of funding,
no new parking facilities arc
under construction, however,
VanDorn Hooker, the University
architect, said several arc in the
planning stage.
Several projects were
approved by the state legislature
last spring but await voter
approval in the November clec·
tions, said .Robert Schmidt, ass is·
tant director to the University
architect.
One proposed project at the
University of New Mexico is a
North Campus parking structure
which was supposed to have be·
gun construction curly this year,
but lack of funding has kept it in
the programing stage, said
Hooker.
Hooker said construction of
the parking facility is on hold until bonds arc voted on in
November.
The project will be funded by
approximately .$2,7 million from
state appropriations, and about '
$2.1 million from other sources,
which arc currently unavailable,
he said.
"Jf the bond issue passes, then
we can move full speed ahead,"
Hooker said. "Construction may
possibly be started after school is
out next spring."
Hooker also said it would be
difficult to predict how large the
facility would be, ''We wilt
make as many spaces we can with
the money we have available,"
he said.
Each parking space (in the new
facility) costs approximately
$6,000 per space, and Hooker
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Fred Couffcr, manager of
campus police and parking services, also said that some time in
the future the area along Las
Lomas will eventually be turned
into a "mall .area," which is a
scenic area similar to the duck
pond.
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Becker said he was no( aware .of
;my cuncnt "crackdown."
Citations are, however, periodi·
cally purged. He said he was not able
to comment on the timing.
Becker acknowledged that there
are ways around paying tickets but
declined comment on any examples.
''There arc ways around uny·
thing," he s11id.
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The University of New Mcllico
parking situation not only causes
problems for students, faculty und
officials, but also for the Metropolitan Court, which is frequently back·
logged by the number of citations
issued.
"About half of all tickets issued
in the city com~ from the UNM
area," said Dennis Becker, Metro·
politan Court administrator, ''which
l would say is a lot."
Approximately 7,000 parking
citations were written in the UNM
urea: 4,500 were paid; 2,000 went to
the warrant stage; and 500 were dismissed or avoided, he said.
Becker said ticket fees increase
after a five-day deadline depending
on the amount of the citation. A
meter violation receives a $2 citation
which increases to $8 after the five·
day period. A ''failure to display a
valid pennit" violation receives a $5
citation which rises to $10 if not

"It is then up to the enforcement
officer to take the suspect into custody or let him go,'· said Fred Couf.
fer, director of parking services at
UNM.
The Albuquerque Police Department does, however, periodically
"crack down" on those with outstanding citations and attempt to reduce the numbcrof outstanding warrants.
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First Notional will help you stay in school
with our special Student loan Program. The
Student loan Program is designed to give you
low~interest financial assistance with flexible
repayment plans of 5 to 15 years, for undergradudte and graduate study in colleges,
universities, graduate and professional schools
and many vocational or technical schools.
We'd like to help you. For more information,
stop by any First Notional office, or call us
at 765-4280 or complete the attached reply
coupon and send to The Fir~t Notional Bonk
in Albuquerque, Post Offrce Box 1305,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.
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Half of all citations come from UNM

Rcvcrme from the citations,
average $18,000 per year,
said Becker, goes to New Mexico's
general fund.
If the citation is not paid during a
30-day deadline period, a wmrant is
issued, which could lead to an
arrest,
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GRAY MAnER
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estimated the new structure could
house close to 800 spaces, This
agrees with .the estimated project
bl!dgct of $4.8 million.
Hooker also said another mul·
tiplc-story parking stmcture mn·
ning along Central Avenue is in
the planning stage a;;-:! one north
of Scholes Hall is also being considered.
Although it is hard .to predict
what type of facility the proposed
stmctures will be, Hooker said
"it is likely that they will be four
stories, It would almost be a
wasted effort to constmct a two·
~1ory facility since it would only
double the spaces available in a
parking lot, "

City parking violations

More Than 150

ASK FOR YOUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

Typefaces Available
131 Marron Halt
2n·5656
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Ban Sunglasses and the original "Rainbow Sandals"

Compare Our Prlcesl
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3104 Central SE (2 b;ocks East of UNM) 262·0787
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Campus construction and renovation in full bloom
Construction and renov11tion art!
going on all ov~r campus. Among
the construction sites are: Northrup
Hall (geology), Clark Hall (chemistry), JonsonGallery, Johnson Gym
and a new engineering and science
library.
Robert Schmidt of the University
Architect's office said that the construction in Northrup Hall has been
completed. Lab and specimen storage spaces were added in the basement, Schmidt said, and the large
lecture hall was "completely rehabilitated." New seats and new au-

----

dio-visual equipment were installed.
The building also underwent a
face· lift, including new roofing and
a restuccoing. lnJernal work cost
$275,000 and external work cost
$137,000, he s;~id.
The chemistry building had the
lab benches replaced in the freshman
laboratory at a cost of $119,000,
said Schmidt and Albert
Schnoebelen, admipistrative assistant in the chemistry department.
Schmidt said the basement at Jonson Gallery was ''completely redone'' to provide more room for ex-

sized basketball coutt~ will be built
to the south.
Four full-sized basketball courts
might sound like too many, but
Schmidt said UNM will still be below national standards for the number of people enrolled in the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
program at UNM. Tbe gym is sche·
dualed to be completed in late 1985
or early 1986, he said.
Until then, though, HPER classes
will be forced to double up on gym

hibits. The work should be finished
in two or three weeks, he said. In
addition tc the remodeling, the gal·
lery was painted, some of the tlooring was replaced. and the heating
and .cooling systems were "upgraded.'' Schmidt said the cost is, at
present, $!12,500.
The work at Johnson Gym,
Schmidt said, is just getting started,
and the projected cost is more than
$5.7 million, Classroom and office
space will be provided on the west
side, additional women's locker
rooms on the east, and four full-

Freshmen enrollment declines
By Maria DeVarenne
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1979 marks the beginning of the predicted enrollment
decline for the next decade. The prediction reverses a general
trend of increased enrollment from 1958 to 1971. Enrollment in the early 70s was generally stable with short-term
fluctuations attributed to the military draft. and increased
financial aid programs. The economic recession contributed
to t;he increased enrollment from 1914 to 1976. Economic
conditions will probably contribute to the predicted enrollment drop in the 80s.
411'
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Readers
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Call for more Information:
2312 Central SE
255-9673

on to post-secondary educaincreased subsll!ntially. ••
The proportion of students going
on to college after graduation from
high school grew from 37 percent io
1978 to 46 percent in 1982. Huber
said.
'• Adverse economic conditions in
the most recent recession and the
steep increase in unemployment,
particularly among the young, •• is a
major factor contributing to the increase in higher education participation by New Mexico high school
graduates, Huber said.
The higher proportion. he added,
benefited the vocational-technical
institutes- not the state's colleges
and universities. Statistics show
higher enrollment percentages at
vocational-technical institutes than
at the state's colleges and universities.
The number of lower-division
transfer students declined from 704
in 19!!1 to 606 in 198.2.
There is a I. 6 percent decrease m
returning students to the Vmvcrsit~
College, Returning ~tudcnts mcludc
those 'enrolled during. the preceding
~cmcster and readmitted student<,.
Readmitted students arc those who
previously attended UNM but interrupted their attendance for one or
more semesters. Huber said it was
the first decline in returning students
since 1978.
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PROFESSORS, END THE PAPER
CHASE WITH PROFESSOR
PUBUSHING AT KINKO'S

IDENTIFICATION AND OET
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Total Single Ticket Value
Faculty/Staff
Undergraduate Students
Graduate Students

Enrollment ~........_

3000:

$16, 14, 11

Direct from Las Vegas

'

'

$20,
18, 14

~arring
Wednesday, November 14

Although national statistics indicate that. college enrollment will
contipue to decline in this decade,
the number of high school students
seeking a post-secondary education
increased, said William Huber, dean
of university college.
"For t~o consecutive years there
has been a decline in new beginning
freshmen, and now there is a decline
in returning students, beginning
transfer students and University
College readmitted students," he
said.
Huber said he expected the University College enrollment decline
to continue for ''some. years to
come."
Univer:sity College enrollment includes btlginning freshmen, freshmen transfer sfudents and sophomores who have not selected a de-

gree.college or who haven't met the
admission .requirements for transfer
into their cho_.sen colleges, Huber
said.
Huber said enrollment was predicted to decline at UNM beginning
in the 1980s. He attributed the pre-·
dictions to demographic forecasts
•'promising a decline in the pool of
18-year-olds" that would continue
into the early 1990s.
Huber compared the 1982 beginning enrollment with that of 1979
and observed a 11.8 percent decrease. He said further freshman declines will occur throughout the 80s,
Based on national demographic
projections, Huber said, it is estimated that the number of high
school graduates will decline about
15 percent during the 1980s.
Huber noted that while fewer students are graduating from New
Mexico high schools, ''the numbers

space, as the work will interfere.
Although construction has not yet
begun on the new science and engineering library, Schmidt said the
University Architect's office would
begin takins bids at the end of Au·
gust. The structure will also house
laboratories for the electrical en·
gineering department at a projected
cost of $12.7 million, Schmidt said.
Schmidt said the funding for the
construction projects came front various sources.
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Parking---------------------------

continued from page 8-2

They could be called fana·
tics. Without a doubt passion
for their hobby is high. What
sort of person will spend up
to a year crafting, from balsa
wood and plastic, an exquisitly detailed, scale model
airplane, and then take it out
to the West Mesa and launch
it into the wild blue with a
chance that in a few seconds
it may return to earth with a
shattering smack?
It is their love of flying that
makes them risk it all for a
few minutes of air time every
weekend and even though
they can't ride in their contraptions they are aviators.
The model above, built and
flown by Larry Botsford, is a
replica of a Japanese World
War II fighter. Botsford is
lucky; he is able to combine
his hobby with his work. He
is under contract to teach
Radio Control flying to cer-

J Photos by Scott Caraway

tain Sandia Labs personnel, common, Victoria Sensenig,
who use RC airplanes for air who has had 12 RC airplanes,
sampling.
glues some spruce bracing
The model flying at left, into the fuselage of her air·
built and flown by Vince Rap- plane for reinforcement (botpie yea (bottom left}, is !4 tom right}.
scale of a Howard DGA-6, a
Is there something vaugeracing airplane from the ly familiar about the mug of
1930s.
the pilot in the cockpit
Repairs in the field are below?

UNM has ilpproximately 600
parking meters, which have either
4-hot~r, !-hour or h;df-hour time
ll,ml'ts.
Couf"er
,, sa.l·d students and faculty
who were not able to obtain permits
park in metered spaces, which were
intended to accommodate visitors.
Couffer said vistors, numbering
about 1,000 daily, are forced to park
illegally in permit spaces because
there are no meters available.
Couffer said there are no plans to
increase the number of parking
meters because they are not "space
efficient" and because they do not
generate as much revenue as permits.
The UNM Parking Services Division is self-supporting. Approx·
imately 75 percent oftotal revenue is
raised from permits and 25 percent is
collected from meters.
Nine parking officers patrol the
university and issue an average of
200 to 250 citations daily, he said.
They do not, however, have a quota,
and their main function is to "be
seen and to educate students that
they are out there.''
"Students operate under a limited
time frame,'' he said. ''Their goal is
to park as close to campus as possible without being late to class ... and
some would rather get citations."
Parking officials also have the option to use an ''immobilizer'' to discourage illegal parking. The im·
mobilizer is aU-shaped steel bar that
attaches to a vehicle's tire and prevents it from moving.
However, a court ruling passed

DISPLAY
ADS
IN THE
DAILY
LOBO

several years ago restricts the time
period that i!llmoblizers can be used.
"We can only use the immobilizer between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.'"
Couffer s~id. ''After that we have to
take them off.
"We are also not able to charge a
removal fee, so students just return
to their vehicles after 4 p.m.,''
Couffer said.
Berry Cox, director of campus
police and parking services, said increasing enforcement would only
add to the problem and increase animosity between campus police and
students.
Cox said he realizes that citations
must be issued but tells the parking
officials "to give a break when
possible."
Cox said that, ultimately, he
would like to see a "closed campus" which would limit on-campus
parking.
"I would favor a closed-c&mpus
situation for a number of reasons,''
he said. "It would improve security,
help us gauge the number of visitors

and all bt1t eliminate the p\lrking
problem on centml cilmpus."
A closed campus would post an
officer at each camptls entrance and
monitor incoming and outgoing traJfie' he said.
However, Cox said that students
need to take advantage of the free
parking spaces and use other forms
of transportation, such as buses, carpooling or bicycling, to improve the
current situation.
Approximately 550 free spaces
are located in the dirt lot north of
central campus, 632 spaces arc
available in the paved zone near
University Avenue, and another 500
by KNME.
An additional 1,000 free parking
spaces could be created in the
KNME area, he said.
Two 39-passenger buses provide
tmnsportation for students using the
free parking, and <!nother 43passenger bus could be used if
needed, Cox said.
Cox also said that he will initiate a
number of "educational devices"
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next semester to inform freshmen
and first-time UNM students of the
parking system.
Parking officers will be posted at
th
f
h
k'
e entrances o enc . par mg zones
d
.
.
.
'II
.
d
an warnmg Citations w1 be •ssuc
for the first few weeks of class, he
said.

Cox said he has reloca.ted the
meters lost during the Johnson Gym
expansion and added 12 half-hour
meters nc<J.r the Student Services
Center to accommodate the anticipated incre&sed flow of students.
"Students need to realize that evcry time they park illegally they are
contributing to the parking problem
and possibly taking a space away
from a student who paid for it," he
said.

Nikon donates
new equipment
Nikon Inc.'s instrument divison

has donated two state-of-the-art
microscopes to the University of
New Mexico as part of a national
effort to support medical education.
The instruments will be used in
anatomy and pathology studies by
first- and second-yc:1r students.
"These microscopes permit
dearer images of microscopic structures and organizations of human
cells and tissues," said Dr. Kelly,
chairman of anatomy at the medical
school, who accepted the gins on
behalf of the school along with
Leon:1rd Napolitano, dean of the
medical school.
For more information, contact the
UNM Medical Center. 277-3322 or
277-5660.

.HAIR
by AVA
2011 Central Ave. NW
243 4213

Introducing

Jill merritt

Top New Wo.ve
Stylist from Seo.ttle
Come In ond Get
the Styles You're Used To,
Or Wont To Get Used To.

Natural f--1ber Clothing
2950 C Central SE • 266-99L16

Open
241iours
daily for phone
bill payments.
Now as always, mailing your phone bill is the
easiest way to pay for phone service. That's because
there's usuallv a mailbox near vou. You won't have to
wait in line orice you get there. Afld OO;t of all, mailboxes
never close. So you can make your payment at an hour
that's convenient to you.
When mailing your bill include a check or money
order, with your phone number on it, payable to Mountain
BelL Place it along with your monthly statement in the
envelope provided and drop it in the nearest mailbox.
No matter what time of the day or night, it's open
just for you.

For the way you live.

@
Mountain Bell
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)!IIHIIP)! frcshmarL Sh~ \aid livuJc on
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tunc Ill their hvcs. "It'' not like
p.nlll!! to camp lor a week · •
He said the majonty nl dorm pen·
pic. arc the ··cntcrin)! tnuhtional \Ill
dl!nt:' an Hi·ycar-old 11~ tnp: awu~
from hom.: fnr the flr\t tlllll'
Schulte wtd the l'niwr<.ll\ tn~' tl'
meet the thvcr~c need, and 'mtcrc't'
Mary Schmidt, left, shares a moment with 8etl1 Williams in ol <,tudcnh hy pnmdmp: a\ am•ty oJ
llet room in Santa Clara Hall. Despite overcrowding, and lack lhmp: 'tyk-.,. <,Uch ll'• a <.'o~d dorm
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can also request a roommate.
Upon acceptance. students sign a
contract with the University and ~lrG
responsible for payment.
He said people tend to "gravitate
toward the smaller facilities." He
noted the University never has a
\'toll' f<~U'ollllS.
Schulte said if a student under 1R problem filling Laguna/De Vargas
and chn<lscs a ~;ned dorm. a stgmt- Halls. "It's a newer facility with
tUI\' from a p:trcnt or lc)wl guardian more privacy. A student only intcrht~es with 12 students, instead nf 17
I' rcljLIIrCu
The room and hoard appll~Utllln to 25 as m Santa Clara."
Schulte said the main prohlcm of
ask' SJWCilk ljlll!stinns to> determine
the hcst suited h<>Using and donn life is privacy. Most families
ronmatct s 1 Th 1s prcfcrcnc.: in· provide a hcdroom for each child.
!ormation lllcludcs questions on but when a student lives in a dotm
'lnr>king and ~tudy habib. A stud~nt
continued on 8·9
Srhultc >aid parents tend to influence the student·, dccbion- csprciall\ on the "coed dcdsion ...
Man) panmb prefer thc1rchildrcn tn
Jive in non-coed Coronado. Santa
C'hmt or Santa Ana halb for "nb·
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I FREE French Fries

New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily
266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
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2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
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GOLDEN FRIED
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CHICKEN
1830 Lomas NE

~I

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

s1. 99
1830 Lomas NE
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Reg. $2.59 Save .60

beque.

The Residence Hall Student
Association, which recei"Yes$6 from
each resident, sponsors events such
as dances, movies. pizza parties.
mud wrestling and talent shows.
"11te sqcial life is never dull,"

·a

4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
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More Than 150
Typefaces Available
131 Marron Hall

131 Marron HaU
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Even if you have completed a year of
college you can still qualify for $10,000
a month. Interested? Call Major Weaver 831-1111, x278.
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continued from page B·B
for the first time, it sometimes creates problems.
The University's "room personalization program" was started to
help students feel more at home. The
University will provide free paint,
so a student can give his room u
personal identity.
Schulte said students who "spend
the time, effort and elbow grease to
decorate their 'space' tend to stay
longer" and apply for the same
room.
Schulte said donn life helps students Jearn how to manage their own
Jives instead of depending on their
parents. Some students have never
washed their own .clothes or had to
budget their money- but are forced
to do so in the dorms, he said.
Alcohol and. drug use is prohibited but can be difficult to enforce
because dorm authorities do not
have detection devices, Schulte
said.
The dormitory staff deals with
each student's behavior on an indi·
vidual basis. Schulte said students
are either warned, put on probation
or evicted depending on the severity
of the offence.
One example of where eviction
may be used is failure to pay donn
bills. "We work with students as
much as possible," he said. "We
talk with them and even have them
sign promissory notes. Eviction is a
last resort·,"
Schulte said meal cards can also
be revoked, But if a student "just
will not pay" the room lock will be
changed, and students are notified
where to retrieve belongings.
Theft is not a major problem for
donn residents, he said. All perimeter dormitory doors are locked at
10 p.m. Residents have their own
keys. The female communal bathrooms are also locked, and women
residents have individual keys.
Randy Boeglin, assistant housing
and services director, said strict
policies help maintain donn ~ur•
ity. Locks are changed when keys
are lost or not returned.
Each donn also has two student
security-aid officers on duty nightly
from midnight to 7 a.m.
The University provides electronic marking devices and peep holes
free of charge, Boeglin said.
"The greatest challenge combat·
ing crime is convincing the students
to be security conscious." Boeglin
said residents need to realize that
everyone isn't as friendly and. com·
passionate as they are. "The University is in an urban area, and you
can't open a door for everyone who
knocks." ·
He said that roommates may have
different religions but must tolerate
each other's differences. Residents
need to be sensitive t~ each othet.
Each fall dormitory residents hold
a onc·day Olympiad, which is incended as a "community-building.
exercise," Schulte said. Dorm residents fonn teams and compete in
"Various events. The Olympiad ends
with an award ceremony and a bar-

course ~nd Johnson Field ...
RHSA has also sponsored lectures und has contributed to freeway
and UNM Child Care Co-op hen uti·
tication projects.

Heffron sai.d. "There's always
someone bopping in wanting you to
do something. lt"s good rccrcationally because you have tennis
and basl\ctball courts. the gym and
swimming pool, plus the north golf
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ICE CREAM
HIP P 0
120 Harvard SE
(across from Natural Sound Records a.nd Tapes)
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Feminist Randall teaches
two courses for semester

Students! Work Stnart
Work Siinply ...
With Hewlett-Packard!

Woman Now. Car/ora. Sandi no's
Dauxhtas and Christians in the
Nicaraf(tum R('rolutirm.
Randall's latest work. Risking a
Somersault in rhc Air: Conversalions wirh Nicamt?UWI Writers will
be released in September.
"Third World Women" will be
offered Monday. Wcdn.esd<Jy and
Friday from 12 p.m. to 12:50 p.m.
'•A Literature of Identity and Commitment" will be offered on Thurs·
day beginning at 6:30 p.m.

Margaret Randall. feminist author, poet and photographer. will be
teaching two women's studie~
cour~cs at the University of New
Mexico this fall.
The courses. entitled "Third
World Women" and .. A Literature
of Identity." will focus on how
women differ in uiffcrcnt societic'
and social ,·]asses.
Randall has toured the nation.lccturing <tnd reading poetry.
Her books include: Cuban

Hewlett-Paekard Handheld Calt·ulaton .ami Computers

Study grants are offered

Scott Caraway

These youngsters, Christopher and David, have found a way to beat the heat while working
on their tans in the UNM fountain. Mom, Di Di, cools her heels and plays lifeguard.

Approximately 700 awards for study in more ~han .50 countries arc available for the 1985-86 academic year thmugh the F·ulbnght program and other
grant programs.
.
.
The grants. administered by the Unitctl States lnlomJatJOn Agency and the
Institute of International Education. arc intcntlcd to increase mutual understanding between nations through educational and cultural exchanges.
Creative and pcri'orming artists arc not required to .have a bachel.or's degree
but must have four years of professional study. Social work apphcants must
have two years of professional experience.
Applicants must be U.S. citizen~ currently ~nrollc~ at the University of
New Mexico, must have a bachelor s degree or Jts equivalent. and should he
proficient in the language oft he host co.untry. Candidates ho!ding a doctorate
lit the time of application arc not eligible, except for specified awards.
Candidates arc ineligible who have done graduate work or conducted
research for more than six months in the applied for country.
'B:For application forms and further information contact the Office of
lntcrnabonal Programs ami Services at 277-4032. The deadline is Sept. 30.
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SUMMER

SALE

:

••••••••• ~~·············:
'Beau~'

YounLq :{gain

Salon

:

Specials:

:
:

Haircut & Style $9.50
Perm (with cut) $18.95
294-5215
2306 Morris N.E.

!
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Orientation meeting
Women's Center

August 18-25

:

20%-50% OFF

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
:

August 16, 7:30

Assorted speakers/topics
AU Gay!>. lesbians and

Non-Ga~s welcome!

•

Packs, tents, sleeping bags,
Boots, clothing and morel

ASK YOUR
UNM STUDENT

INSURANCE

JUNIOR
EXECUTIVE
DESK

ABOUT
OTHER INSURANCE PLANS
Available To You
• LIFE INSURANCE

El(Omple: Age 19-36, 100,000 Lite Polley
$120.00 Annual Cost or
$10.80 Monthly Cost

• MEDICAL INSURANCE

• Locks On All Ftle Drawers

• Stam·Aeslstant 1'• H1gh l'ressure
Larnmate Top

• Bo~ and File Drawers On Grant Metal

PaMela Matlhews

Available fOr consultation at
114·6827
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
AlbUquerque, NM 87110

• For Optional
Increased Coverage
5.000 -10,000~25,000 Deductible Plans

HP41CAdv. Programmable Calculator
HP-82104 A Card Reader
HP-82143 A Printer
HP-82153 A Optical Wand
HP-82170 A Quad Memory
HP-82180 A Extended Functions
HP-82181 A Extended Memory
HP-82182 A Time Module
HP-41 Solution Books
HP-41C Math Pac
HP-41CStatistics Pac
HP-IL Interface Module
HP-82120A (41C) Battery Pack
HP-82059 D AC Adapter/Recharger
HP-82200A HP-41 Touchpad
HP-11-90009 Solutions Hdbk.
HP-15-90011 Adv. Functions Hdbk
HP-120 Training Guide
82480A HP-71 Math Pac
82401A HP-11 HP-IL Interface
82420A HP-714-K Memory Module
82161A Digital Cassette Drive
82l62A Thermal Printer/Plotter
2225B Thinkjet Printer

29'' X 59

Sus))enston Shdes
• l!o" Fiberboard Pedestals
• Jr. Exec. Desk Has Two ~1le Drawers

881-8992

$195.00
195.00
385.00
125.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
12.50
35.00
35.00
125.00
35.00
12.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
15.00
95.00
125.00
195.00
450.00
450.00
495.00
750.00

Engineering & Orating Supplies
Technical Books & Maps
Surveying Instruments & Supplies
Personal Computers
Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) Systems

For part-time students

carrying less than 6 hOurs

Back to School Specials!

Sale End Sept. 30, 1984
Prices Subject '1'11 Ch:illge
Quantities Limited

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
EXCEPTIONAL PRICING

LIGHT OAK
MEDIUM OAK
DARK
WALNUT
FINISHES
2712

CARLISLE NE

z

•

HP-71B Handheld computer
Powerful, portable, Expandableand Basic, too.
put 17.5K bytes of built-in user
memory (RAM) at your disposal.
regular 525. 00

OTHER HEWLETT-PACKARD

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•••
Welcome Back!
••
Find out more
about us!
••

•

(hP.J ~!~.Z!J6

:

with this coupon

HP-41CX Advanced
Programmable Calculator
with extended functions
regular 325.00

Whether you're in Science, E~~~e~:t~n~:::~
classes loaded with matherrttaalltical
Cut those problems down to size with an HP calculator. Built-in functions
and time-saving features like dedicated keys are as dose as a single
keystroke.
Come in today, and choose the HP calculator that will help you work smart
this term. Next term. And later, on the job.

••

•
•
•
.........................................•.....,
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HP-41CV Advanced
Programmable calculator
with 5x memory
regular 225.00 ·

HOURS:

MON.-FRI. a:oo-5:30
SAT. s:ao-4:30
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HP-llC Advanced
Scientific Programmable
• 20 Data Registers
• Up to 203 program lines
• Math Functions
• Statistics functions
regular 75.00 t;, ,fr r.,:·
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HP-15C Adv. Programmable
Scientific with Matrices
• 448 Program Lines/67 Registers
• Solve and Integrate
• Insert/Delete Editing
• Complex Numbers
.;
regular 120.00 '•d:. c
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HP-12C Advanced
Financial Programmable
Calculator for Professionals
and Students in Business,
Finance and Real Estate
regular 120.00 S<~lE' Sfm.oo
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HP~l6C

Programmable
For Digital Electronics
and Computer Sciences
• Convert number bases instantly
• You determine word sizes
• Boolean-Fast Logic
re~ular 120.00

CORNER OF '---..l.---.__..j
WYOMING
VISA
&COPPER

MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRess
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ADMINISTRATORS

Joel M. Jones

John Perovich
President

Marvin D. Johnson
"Swede"

McAllister Hull, Jr.

Alex Sanchez

Provost

Associate Provost
for Community Education

Administrative
Vice President
of Student Affairs, Alumni
Relations and Development

John Paez

Ann Jourdan

Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

Colleen Maloof

Henry Jaramillo

Philip Martinez

President

~
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DEANS
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I
Anne J. Brown

Karen Glaser

University Secretary

Dean of Students

Robert M. Weaver

Charlene A.
McDermott

Joseph V. Scaletti

William R. Haid

Associate Provost
for Research

Registrar
Admissions and Records

COLLEGE DEANS

George Anselevicius

F. Chris Garcia

David L. Colton

Gerald W. May

Architecture and Planning

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Education

Donald McRae

College of Engineering

College of Fine Arts

Robert J. Desiderio
Law School

Dean
Admissions and Records

Dean
Graduate Studies

Leonard Napolitano

Paul Vassallo

Medical Center Director
Medical School Dean

Dean of Library Services
General Library

Jerry Jordan

Barbara Rees
College of Nursing

Carman Bliss

William Huber

College of Pharmacy

University College

Robert 0. Anderson
School of Management
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continued from page 8·13

Registration runaround eased
By Kristie .Jones

Miller said that in anticipation of
Every office agreed that the conthe rush to register during the later solidation of offices has mnde th~
part of th~s week and the first day of process easier for both students nnd
?htsses, s1gns have been made point- employees. Since the students do
mg students to the correct lines, In not have to walk nil over campus,
addition, employees will walk down tempers have calmed, ;lml both stuthe lines to make sure students arc dents and employees arc more
not waiting in vain.
pleasant, said Miller.
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administrators at the Student Services Center agree that the
2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarships worth upQ
>tructurc is an improvement, providto
$7,000 will be available to qualified appliIng both "elbow room" and "efficants. Interested? Call Capt. Bolton 831-1111
ciency.''
fred Chreist, director of student
x278 or 279.
fmancial aid und career services,
said his department was happy.
··we reallv like our new facilities. It
has reduced the run~round and frusuation on the part Ill' the students,
and the additional space allows us to
.k~l more quickly with the students," he said.
"We're expecting lines, and we
want to be able to handle the rn~sscs
with this ad you get;
nf o;tudcnts efficiently," he s~id.
Regular
Sale
Chrcist called the rush of the corning
27
X 11/4 regular tubes
$2.50
$1.85
wmcstcr a "b~ptism under fire,"
27 x 11/4 thorn resistant tubes
$4.50 $3.75
hut said the financial aid spaces are
Commuter Tire
Specialized
udcq uute. and the new quarters
$6.00 $5.00
Tune Up
shnuldn 't include new problems.
$15.00 $8.00
Similarly. Robert Weaver, dean
Parts, Accessories, Clothing, Bikes from $150
of admissions and records, said that
"in tenns of work space, our offices
are a great improvement. They're
pica;ant. our employees have more
3407 Central NE,
elbow room, and the fact that stuJust West Of Carlisle
dents have reacted favorably is evi265-5170
dence that we're getting everything
together."
But, as with every new enterprise,
Weaver said, there are problems. "I
think with a new building you alI
ways have start-up problems," he
I
said. He cited leaking pipes and ceil·
I
ings a; the biggest problems, but
I
said they should be cleared up soon.
I
Student Accounting, or the
I
cashier's office, has had no major
I
problems with the building, said
I
Fran McVey of the office.
I
"Certainly there's more space,"
I
she said. "I don't sec any major
bugs. Since our primary function is
I
to serve students. we're able to
I
accomplish this much better because
I
all the major offices are in the same
I
building and within several steps of
I
each other. Plus, the new facilities
I
were designed with student services
I
in mind. rather than adapting an old
I
environment like Scholes Hall or
I
Bandelier.
Workmen complete the final coat of plaster on the "Solar I "
"Our area has more (cashiers')
I
.
Arc,"
a new bus stop on the corner of Girard and Central.
windows," McVey said. "If students do have to wait, there is more
space to wait comfortably. like in •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I
the lobby."
:
• 1823 BUENA VISTA
E.
CENTRAl
I
McVey said the "first real test"
or the accounting facilities came
II FOR
ANONTHEDENOMINATIONAL
SERIIICE
II
UNM COMMUNITY
1:
COAL
with the tuition deadline for fall
semester. "I don't know how long
II
:~!ii.. :II
"fj .,,.
the students had to wait, but it was a
9•30 .· ORSHIP, 10•45 BIBLE STUDY
.z>
~I
minimal amount of time." she said.
.E
SPONSORED sy:
.
"'
.
.. 1
The office had eight windows open.
and McVey said students had "posi~
"'~=:UN=M=C=H~R='S=TI:A=:N:F=E=LL:O=:W:S:H:'P=C:A:LL::2S:·:·a:·:··=·O=A="':O:A::E:IN::·:o":"'::A·=·o::N=..
I 0
~-----•••••----••••••••••-~
tive comments" about the efficiency
or the new system.
The registration center has also
BUY ONE PAIR OF BASIC DANCE SHOES
reacted positively to the new build·
ing. "I think we've had very favor·
AND LEOTARD . .. AND GET ONE
able comments, •• said Maureen MilPAIR NYLON TIGHTS
ler, assistant registrar. "People
seem to like the new building. and
the consolidation of offices has
proven more convenient for students
Choose from
and administrators. We've been able
to process students' registration
Capezio's • Danskin • Flexatard
m?rc quickly than in the past," sh~
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DOMINO'S PIZZA & UNM
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN!
To celebrate the beginning of a new school
year, Domino's Pizza is offering two Back·ToSchool coupons. And as always, we deliver
your favorite, made-to-order, great tasting
pizza in 30 minutes or less. You can't beat
Domino's Pizza for a hot, nutritious meal. So
call us now and start the school year off right!

Call Us

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.
Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am-2 am Fri. & Sat.

IHEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER
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Carl!shka • Barely Legal • Arena
and many others

Offer expires Sept. 15.
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4821 CENTRAL AVE. NE

ACROSS HILAND THEATRE

I

tfeeded to aupl;rvi;~ ·yo~ng newspaper carriers and adults in ~ales. service.
distribution and collection for the Albuquerque Journal and T.r1bune. We are
seeking aggressive individualll who have: circulation, retail or route experienc·
e: the ability to supervise and deal with the publi.e: a high school diploma or
equivalent: reliable auto. preferrably van or s~ahon wagon. '/!• offer car-;er
opportunities and a secure future with the leadang ~ewspaper an l!•w Mexaco
along with a good starting salary. C~m~lete be~efd pa~~age. ,Mileage allowance. Complete training program. !~•• 11 a full-b~e posltaon wath fluctuating
hours and schedule. If you are quahhed, call Dav1d Cleland at 892·2238.

~

w .

New Hikers
Guide
to the

Fabulous Trails

of New Mexico

e

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Newspape~ ..~-s-rial Maaager

s.

"50 Hikes in
New Mexico"

$9.95
Move out to the outdoors with "50 Hikes in New
Mexico." A complete hiker's guide to the most scenic
and enjoyable hikes in the state. Two years of travel
and research by the author has produced the most
informative hiker's guide for New Mexico yet published, complete with photos and maps.
There are day hikes, overnight hikes and longer trips
planned for the beginner to the most advanced back·
packer.

Available at UNM Bookstore
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New system eases check out pains;
Automated card catalog in the plans

,,_..,.,._....,-

Welcome Back Students!
Enjoy Happy Hour

AT CAFE OCEANA

~ SATURDAZE 18th

Featuring Special Prices On:
Oysters , , .....•... , , , ........ , . , . , doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95

Dorm Street Dance

Shrimp on Ice .... , , ...•. , .. , ... , . , doz. $4.95
half dQz. $2.95
2 for 1 on many of yo~r Favorite Cocktails

Redondo Drive

. J. . . .s___U..._N;;..;;C;;;...;A..· ;.:;;;;;;;Z:.:E=---1....9-th-=...;~:::....·

~

M·Th
3·6

Outdoor Concert Free!
Johnson Fields

~ MONDAZE

1414 Central Avenue

__ ~Between 1·25 a Unlversi

Noon-Hour Activities

Julie Serna

THE
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER

Zimmerman Library employee's use the new and fully operational $300,000 computerized
filing and circulation system.
By Mula DeVarenne
Many students have questions or
problems about locating information
or checking out books. But Paul
Vassalo said the new computer system at the University of New Mex·
ico's Zimmerman Library will eli·
minate some of the problems en·
countered at the library.
Vassalo. dean of library services,
said Zimmerman is the primary re·
source center in the state. "It is
heavily used by various industries
and businesses that request informa·
tion not found in their own business'
library."
Because Zimmerman is using
computers, Vassalo said the library
staff has shifted from a faculty doing
"original cataloging by hand to
highly trained, sophisticated profes-

Welcomes Back
All New And
Returning Students
Remember to check on our:
• Language classes
• Social and cultural events
• International awareness week
(Sept 11-14)
•International Festival
(Spring)
• Coffee and conversation
With friends everyday

sionals with an expertise in library
and computer use.''
Vassalo said he feels the library
excels in service. "There's a prop·
ortionately high percentage of excellence in the faculty and staff at the
library."
Vassalo said Zimmerman Library
has increased its utilization of com·
puter technology.
The library started computerizing
its process of checking out books in
March. The "inventory control system,'' an associate library inform a·
tion system prod,uced byDataphase,
cost approximately $300,000, Vassalo said.
"The automated circulation system is fully operational," he said. It
isn't, however, fully paid for. Less
than $100,000 has been paid from
the University budget for the sys-
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Sale!

1

Saturday, Aagast 25,
9 a....
•

I
!

~ TUESCAZE 21st

Discover some answers
...

FALL. COURSES
: Biblel41Z NT Greek,.~::·. ,_ ·
. ,.
. Bible 3382' · Survey of· Church HistofY."{Jbrt2·.
· Btble 3359 Gospel of John
Bible 336t Hebrews

Dunk Tank Chile Feed
(Duckpond)

8:00 - 9:30 a.m.

I
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~ISTIAII STUDENT CEN'1'£R
.

Health Fair/Commuter Convoy
East of the SUB 9:00-4:00

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

e'

Ice Cream Social Fre •
East of the SUB 2:00-3:30

~~)_F_R_IC_A...._..Z...E....__2_4t_h_ _
,::Iiiii...

I
i

Fun in the Sun
3:30-6:30 Johnson Field and Pool

High School Reunions
fre,e. BBQ!

.
~'Cram Night ·of· the· Stars ,,.Premiere/Dance
6:30 Woodward Hall

~-S_A.._T...-U...R.-.D-...A
....· _..z...E-.··....-2.;..;st--.h_:S.,.;a....
SunRise Run
Calf 277-4347

i

.

~·················································j
·.

Fre •

~ THURSDAZE 23rd ~

MW

211-4312

. e'

11 :30-1 :30 at the Duck Pond

9:30 - I~:QO.a,m. MW
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. nK
6:30 - 9!30 p.m. Tues.

:

.

<0..,

Student Survival and Job Fair

Fee $10.00 per course
Registration at Christian Student Center
or dt first class meeting

shop

free·

~ WEDNESDAZE22ncf>

tem. Vassalo said payments for the
system itself will continue and
maintenance payments will be com·
pletely paid for once the system
meets "certain requirements and
tests."
Instead of filling out a check out
card with your name, address, stu·
dent number, the title of the book
and the author's name, the process
has been simplified.
A person simply has to hand the
book and their University ID card to
a library employee at the circulation
desk . The employee scans the library computer sticket on the book
and on the ID card, stamps a due date
in the book, and the process is com•
plete.

Enroll in an accredited Bible course at the Christian Student Center.

lobo
men's

.,

North Campus Ice Cream Social
12pm
Free!

1011111:32

i

Paats $7.50
Shirts $5-.00

~ 2120 Central SE · 243-6954

12pm

.f~~-~=·=:=·~:~·:::=-1

Plus a large selection of leak C'oatS.
frye boots, knit shirts, sport coats,
turtle nec:ks, sweaters, suHs anct· mm suits. .

~

North Campus Dunk Tank

continued on B·f9
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Fall tradition

Welcome Back Daze returns
There will be various noontime activities throughDancing. dunking 110d dipping urc a few activities
pllmned for Welcome Back Daze, sched!Jled the first out the week including:
week of classes at the University of New Mexico.
• Aug. 20, a dunk tank on the north campus.
The annual f;~ll tradition of welcoming new and • Aug. 21. an ice cream social on the north campus.
returning students to UNM will begin with a dorm • Aug. 22, a chili feed, a dunk tank, and a student
street dance Saturday, Aug. 18, on Redondo Drive. survival and job fair on the main campus.
The Welcome Back Daze committee chairman, • Aug. 23, a health fair, commuter convoy and ice
Fred Perez, said the "welcome back" project started cream social on the main campus.
in 1978 as a one-day program organized by three .058 Aug. 24, various "fun in the sun" activities at the
University dep<~rtments. Now the project is planned UNM swimming pool and Johnson Field, and a
and organized by 30 campus agencies and depart- "Cram Premiere" in Woodward Hall.
ments.
''Fun in the Sun" activities include belly flop conPerez, also director of UNM's Leisure Services,
said the committee hopes ''to foster interest and in- tests, a fashion show, recreational games, skydiving
volve the student population in social, recreational and exhibitions, balloon rides, free barbeque, "high
culinary activites'' and promote the students' interac- school reunions'' and music.
The "Cram Premiere," scheduled for 6 p.m., retion with faculty, staff and administrators.
A free outdoor concert, scheduled for Aug. 19 on quires everyone to wear a costume depicting their
Johnson Field, usually attracts people from both the favorite celebrity. Awards will be presented, and it
will be "cab]ecast" to all UNM dormitories and reUniversity and the community,
Perez said he hopes to develop "new ways" of creational areas and to Albuquerque cable subscribers
involving the community,
via the UNM Educational Channel.
The week of activities will end Aug. 25 with a
The community is mainly involved through .. cosponsorship of advertising.'' Private businesses three-mile sunrise run which is open to the public.
For more information contact Fred Perez. Johnson
around the University area have formed a "coaltion
welcoming the students back with coupon offers and .Gymnasium Room 230 or the Student Activities
Office.
messages promoting the activities.'' Perez said.

Even if you've newr boiled
water, _you can cook
good food fast with

UNM BOOKSTORE

is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
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And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE READ OUR RETURNS
POLICY!
1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 15.
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased
4. You must have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS are Bam to 5pm
weekdays, Wednesday open until6pm
and 9am to 1pm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 20 open 8am to 7pm
Tuesday, August 21 open 8am to 7prn
It really is easier to shop later if you
plan to be on campus in the evening

UNM
BOOKSTORE

• Recipes so simple
they're foolproof!
• Filling dishes that don't
cost much!
• Quantities planned for
one or two people!
• Tips that simplify preparation and cooking!
• One potcookseachdish
-only one pot to wash!

continued from page 8·16
For the First time since the new
system was implemented, each student will receive his own computer
identification sticker when he
checks out a book at the library.
Vassalo said he hasn't received
any complaints, "Circulating books
on the (computer) system has been
very effective."
Fines for keeping a book past the
due date are automatically calculated by the computer, and notices
arc sent to the violator.
"It enables us to notify people on
a much more timely basis,'' Vassalo
noted.
He said that previously, when the
process was done by hand, it took
an vwhere from a month to six
months for a violator to be notified
that a book was overdue.
Vassalo said each of the general
libraries at UNM, Zimmerman, Parish. Fine Arts and Tireman, are using the computer check out system.
He noted the Law Library is also on
the system but the Medical Center
Library isn't,
Vassalo said plans for the new
science and engineering library,
with a projected occupancy in three
years, do not include a ''physical
card catalog."
He said planning has started on an
automated card catalog. A computer
tem1inal would be used to determine
if a book exists in the new library,
and faculty members would be able
to use phones in their offices to •'dial
intothc computer to locate a book."
"It's a major undertaking with a
lot of planning involved."
Vas~alo said the computerized
card catalog would have a format
similar to a physical card catalog,
listing books by author. subject and
title.
He estimated that roughlv
250.000 books with science or engineering topics would be moved
from Zimmerman to the new library.
The computer at Zimmerman has
been connected with the On Line
Computer Library Center, based in
Dublin, Ohio. since 1974.
The OCLC, which is international, gives Zimmerman access to over
10 million records through graphic
data. "It's a card catalog of 10 million items." Yassalo said.
By using the international computer catalog, the staff at Zimmerman
can locate and directly request a
copy of a book not in the library's
collection through ihe inter-library
loan process.
Vassalo said the Online Search
Service is used mainly by faculty.
staff and doctoral and graduate stu·
dents.
Previous search topics have in·
eluded ''Blinking Reflex in Sports,
Synthesis of Carbon 13 and 14,
Corporate Culture, and Directed
Reading Activites. •·

THERE'S STILL

TIME TO

Cooking Leuon• and a
Nutrition CoanelnOne
f.uv,lndi•penuble Book!
Ewn you, yes you, can learn to
cook simple, filling, nutritious,
and delicious meals. Inexpensive,
too! Here's the cookbook that
shows you how! A handy, easy·to·
read guide to meals for one or
two in whatewr time you haw.
You'll find a daily nutrition guide
that teaches you how to balance
your meals, handy hints for
better cooking, and no-fuss. nomuss recipes tailored for the
person on the go.
Av•Uable in your bookstore

a

PREPARE

Eduet!lonal Center -.
TEST I'MNIIAnOfi
SPECIAUITI SIIICE 1131

For further
Information call
265-2524
Re~ister now!

VNfNER BOOI<S

toordilfsend chotk ormonuv-mde·r for.$:' :0 1n us A
_ot $8 ~0 lt'l Cttri~d~ {lntfudos pos!_agc !l!l_d hilndlmg 1t!J
Oept PAAZ3B1<15tCSI WarnutBoCK!if.t6F 1fti1Avo.·

CHIC N"ewYtltlt ~y ~I) l{l~ Plf'ol'.(~ ;f.flNf{M f>.t t:, JtWCtll.:,;
lor i!Ciu<Nr
(vJo:l('• IJo<:l\5 ~1£-l

fa• !hformalroil Abou!

( 1 th~r CE!iltflttl.ltt More Tha11

1fl'lMa·;)': 1:_

"

l .

·.es&Abroad

. , · ·:~IE

.. A. 'G•"'qFE 80!1·223•1782

UNM BOOKSTORE
MEDICAL-LEGAL BRANCH
Located on ground floor,
Family Practice Building,
behind Universi1y of New Mexico Hospital
Weekdays Bam to 5pm
Saturday, August 18, 10om to 2pm
Saturday, August 25, 10om to 2pm

WORDS •••
Textbooks, general books, kids' books,
technical books, words on tape, software,
computer books, coloring books, field guides,
study guides, reference . , .

AND HOW TO WRITE THEM • • •
Notebooks, legal pads, spirals, blank books,
calligraphy supplies, pens, pencils, crayonsJ
charcoal, microcomputers, diaries,
datebooks ...

When you have a thought in
mind but can't recall the "just rlghf
word to express it. when you need to
communicate with variefy and precision-in personal correspond·
ence, business Jeffers and reports.
student papers, profess!ondl writing
or speeches~ The Random House
Thesaurus provides instant access to
the diversify, color. and richness of
the English language. It belongs on
every desk and bookshelf next fo the
the dictionary (a Random House
dictionary, of course).

Random House Dictionary

$t4.95
Random House Thesaurus

$t4.95
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Study reveals higher rape rate
Contact Lenses

By Harrison Fletcher

Sol1 • Hard • Ast!qmattc • f3t·Focal

EXTENDED

Wl'AR

' This is the first l~{ a three part
series.

Vtsual Anotysts

The chances of Albuquerque
women becoming the victims· of
rape or attempted rape, are twice as
high the national average, a recent
study by the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine reported.
.
According to the UNM study entitled The Prevalence of Sex14ally
Stre,rsfu/ Events among Females in
the General Population, Albuquerque women have a one in five chance
of becoming the victims of rape or
attempted rape sometime in their
lives.
.Figures from a nationwide study

Sandia
\l'ision
Clinic

•
1030 Eubank NE
298-2020

conducted in 1979 by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. entitled the
Uniform Crime Reports, reveal that
women have a one in 10 chance of
becoming the victims of sexual
assault at some point in their lives.
Peter DiVusto, associate professor of family, community and
emergency medicine, and psychiatry, as well as the senior author of the ·
study, said that of 500 women questioned, 98 reported incidents of rape
or attempted rape.
Anonymous questionnaires were
given to various women's. groups
over a one-year period. The test,
which had a 98 percent response
rate, did not focus S)lCCifically on
rape but on sexually stressful events.
Rape was recorded as the highest

4302 Central SE

(JNM rape>statist~c&'·lre

255-2020

below···natiQnaf average

\

SHOPPING FOR A

By H•rtltlon FleteW:
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Only three rapes MV~ ~ ~ed ()R .the University of New
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stays that way!'
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'
II you've been thinking about buying a new daypack,
we've just received a new shipment from the folks at Wilderness
Experience. Stop by and see a complete selection ol the finest
daypacks made.
Aulhorl.t:od

O~:aler

COMFORT

CASUALS
$39.95

'j,

· .

.. ·. ··

·. •
"Knock on Wood that it

She said, however, that<c>'nly ()Jle in 10 victims report theetinle.; so
these figures might not accuratcJy.teflecJ the number ofrapes actually

committed on university campuses.
·
The main· reason for the low nutnberofrapes reported at UNM could
be attributed to the constant presence of campus ·police, Cox said.
Five officers patrol the campus nightly and have a two- to threeminute "at the scene" response time depending on the nature of the
call, she said.
Tbe 100 percent conviction rate among cases brought to trial is
another possible deterent, Cox said.
"Students, generally, also are more aware of the possibility of
rape," she said.
However, Cox said the low number of rapes reported on campus
might not accurately reflect the number committed in areas surrounding the campus.
A study conducted by the. University of New Mexico Division of
Governmental Research stated that in 1975 the southeast quadrant of
the city was ·'plagued with more than its proportionate share of rapes •'
with 28 percent of the total.
The study stated that a possible cause is the •'large number of college
students living in the area." rnany of them living alone.
Two of the rapes reported on campus occurred ncar Yale Park, and
the other was committed ncar Johnson Gym. Two of the victims were
~tudents and one was a visitor. None of the rapists was a student.
Campus police have separate jurisdiction from the Albuquerque
Police Department, Cox said.

We've taken our expertise
in 10 speeds to the woods!
Mountain bikes, parts & c;ccessories
& 10 speeds, too!

Tl/10 IIIHEEL DRIVE
ALBO., NM

1706 CENTRAL S.E
Brand name comfort
.At affordable prices for
Men and Women

Frye Boots

as low as

Sperry top
as low as

879.95

839.95

243-8443

81106

sexually stressful event.
The study, published in the Archives of Sexual Behavior, matched
ethnic back.round. average education and averaged age with the Albuquerque population, DiVasto said.
The average age of those questioned

"We must all change
our attitudes about the
ways we treat women
and perceive rape."

was 28, and the average education
level was 13 years.
The study also revealed that of'
SOD women questioned, 416 had reported some type of sexual assault.
Divasto said the test did not reflect the entire female population but
represented the middle class, which
is the largest economic group the
city.
He also said that the reason for the
high rate of sexual assaults in Albuquerque is "probably the warm climate."
Elena Avila, director of the Rape
Crisis Center, said statistics indicate
that climate bas a general impact on
sexual crimes, which increase during the summer.
Statistics from the Rape Crisis
Center stated that rapes increased
from 19 in May of 1983 to 37 in
September of the same year.
However, 33 rapes also occurred
in February 1983, she said.
Avila speculated that the rise in
summer rapes could be attributed to
the warm weather, longer daylight
hours and the social activities that
accompany them.
•' Because of the warm weather,
people tend to sleep with their windows open. stay out longer and
socialize more, .. she said. "There
are more chances for sexual assaults
tn occur.

Avila said there 1s no one type uf
rapist but several.
fhe ·opportunist" dncs not plan
his rape but take~ t1dvantagc of a
situation such as a woman walkmg
alone.
The "aquaintance.. knows the
victim casuallv. or m some cases
intimately.
study conducted by ·
DiVasto and his colle2Ues revealed
that aquaintance rape accounted for
75 percent of those recorded,
The "anger" rapist uses more
physical force than necessary to
overpower the victim (she is battered); the assault is more impulsive
and spontaneous; offencef; are episodic; language is abusive (cursing,
swearing); the assault caused by re·

The

Kokhevska
Lindsey
Lindsey
Staff
Kolchevska
Staff
Kolchevska

Taught in English, no prerequisites,
required of aiiRussian Studies majors.
408 Russian Poetry

StudY--------

continued from page 8·20

tribution of perceived wrongs, injustices or "put-downs." The duration
of the incident is short,
The ''power" rapist uses whatever force or threat is necessary to gain
control of the victim and overcome
resistance; the assault is premeditated and preceded by persistent rape
fantasiGs; offences are repetitive and
may show an increase in aggression
over time; language is instructional
and inquisitive (giving orders,
asking personal questions, inquiring
as to victim's response); the rape is
viewed as compensation for deep
seated insecurities and feelings of
inade.quacy; the~as.sault duration
may be extended tthe victim may be
held captive for a period of time); the
victim may be physically unharmed
(bodily injury would be inadvertent
rather than intentional).
· Avila also said that many rapists
feel guilty after the assault and in
some cases even send flowers to victims.
Avila also stressed that a rape is
not a sexual act but a violent crime,
According to a study by A. Nicholas
Groth and Ann Wolbert Burgess,
three~fourths ofth.e convicted rapists
questiOned expenenced erective or
ejaculatory disfunction during the.
assault.

***

J.ust as th~rc is no one type of

r~ptst, t~cre ts also no one type vic-

tim, Av1Ia said, •'Victims can come
from
. any
I' social backround , be any
na(wn~ I~Y and can be any age."
Sta!ls~tcs. from the Rape Crisis
Center mdtcated that of the 609
rapes reported in 1983 more than
half the victims were' Anglo; the
ages ranged from less than six years
old to J_TI~re than 60 (most frequently
rape VICtims were in the 13-20 age
bracket); more than half the ass 3ults
o~curred in the victims's home; the
highest rape frequencies occurred on
Wedn~sdays and in September; and
two-thtrds of the rapists did not use a
weapon.
"A rape can happen to anyone
~ywhere, '' DiVas to said. '• It is tragtc w~e!l it occurs in a place where
the VICtim feels safe such as her
home.
"I don't think men will ever
understand the feeling of vulnerabilty that a rape victim <::an feel " he
said.
'

<iY~~~
~IN(t

Statistics taken from the Uniform
Crime Reports indicate that one in
10 sexual assaults is reported.
A. study conducted by the UniversJty of New Mexico Division of
Governmental Research that focused on rape in the Albuquerque
area, stated that the low level of re-

Rape Crisis Center offers
suggestions for victims
After a rape, victims may be confused and may not know what to do
where to go or whom to turn to. On~
place a rape victim can find answers
is the Rape Crisis Center.
The center, formed in 1975, is the
largest facility of its kind in the state
an.d o~e of the largest in the country,
satd dtrector Elena Avila.
The Rape Crisis Center offers a
"hot line" which provides 24-hour
counseling, and works with other
crisis organizations, hospitals and
the Albuquerque Police Department.

Way and the state allocating lesser
amounts.
Avila said rape victims have number of ~hoices after a rape, but the
first thmg to do is get immediate
medical attention.
"The examination is free," she
sa!d. ''You do not have to report the
cnme, and the venereal disease and
pregnancy preventative treatments
are also free. The results of the
physical examination will also be recorded if she wishes to report at a
later time."
The second option, she said, is
that the victim report the crime to the
The facility is operated by 60 police. If the victim does want to
yolunt:ers and six paid employees, prosecute, she said, remember not to
mcludmg one professional coun- bathe. It might destroy possible eviselor.
dence.
The Rape Crisis Center iS' affiliThe third option is to seek
ated with the University of New counseling or professional help,
Mexico Mental Health Center and Avila said.
!'Cceives its funding through the UnA major national conference on
t~cd Way, and city and state alloca- sexual assault will be held in Albutions.
querque Aug. 15 through 18. Poet/
Most ofthe center's funding com- playwright Ntozake Shange will be a
es from the city, with the United featured speaker.

Although each has different
approaches, DiVasto, Avila and a
spo_kesman for the Albuquerque
Pohce Department all said that the
first s!ep toward stopping rape is
educatiOn,
''The ultimate solution is to educate society about the negative
effects ofstereotyping women," DiVasto said. "We must all chm1ge
our attitudes about the ways we treat
women and perceive rape."
DiVasto said this process must be
focused on children, so the problem
can be stopped in the future.
The APD spokesman said that
people have to realize that •'rape is a
violent crime, and it should be treated like one," he said. ''The best
way to decrease rape is to increase
the punishment."
Avila said, however, that men
and women need to work together to
solve the problem. "The focus of
preventative measures should not be
directed toward changing the way
women actor dress," she said. "We
must realize where the heart of the
problem is ... changing a women's
lifestyle is not going to solve the
problem. Men and women must
work together to stop rape,"
Avila also said women need to
develop an individualized program
and be prepared for a rape. "We
need to start thinking about it " she
said. ''It call happen, but it d~sn't
have to."

MWF 9:00-9:50
MWF 11:00-11:50
MWF 9:00-9:50
T 12:30-1:20
MWF 12:00·12:50
TH 12:30-1:20
MWF 11:00-11:50

GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI· Shish kabob
GREEK SALAD· with pita bread
BAKLAVA - for dessert

Are you
readY for

success?

All It rol1es to be your
best is a few fun sessions
or a John Robert Powers
School We con show you
the little things you may be
missing to head you in the
right direcTion roward
betng a hoppte~ more
self-confident. attractive person The
question now 1s.
ore you ready?

~~~

School otModehng and Per50nollmprovemenr

70 schools worldwide
Established since 1923

888•2933 3701 San Mateo NE

It's Time To Enroll for
UNM Student Health
Insurance
Enroll:
• Daily
{During Regular Office Hours)

.start wll~ _ a new doubte~baked butlory

brown crust that's ctlsp:v on the outs ida

:": ligt1t on the lns1dt, •• wllh an ellllra

e __ 0 1 mouarena baked tight ln.
Adct a new chunkv tomat-o sauce bUbbling
~tft1~ laye_t!i ot your favol'ile topping and

at Keystone Life
2625 Pennsvlvania NE
Solar 1 Buildlnp; Suite 300
Albuq., NM 87110
Or At:

Make plans toby one todty. Exlr• detp
tiUed·lo-lhe-brlm pan pizza. New from
Godfather's Piua,.

ore chees~. _You~ve got a new dtep
Pan Pl z.ta Second ta none!

• Student Health
Center
Uept·esentative availahle beginning
Aup;. 20, 1984 1-3 p111 MWF

through Sept. 10, 1984

Lindsey

Roeder
Roeder

Open MON·FRI11·8 SAT 12·5
106·A Cornell Dr. SE

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

* "'*

***

• Cashiers Office

Pam Huddht, ulfict• mttllagt•t·

Political Science
Topics/National Security Policy
Government and Politics
of the Soviet Union

porting is probably duC' to "fear and
or embarrassment. •·
. The report stated that many vicurns do not report rapes "because
they do not want to subject themselycs to medical examinations,
~Inch are often conducted by physiCians unknoym to them;" victims
~~y be afra1d of "long and often
Intimate questioning by the police
and the cross-examination by the
offender's.attomcy, which may involve details of the victim's private
sexual life;" and because of the improbability of getting a conviction
"even if the victim chooses to go
throu9h such experiences."
Avila said another reason victims
do not report rapes is the nature of
the aquaintance rape.
:'Victims tend to feel the most
guilty for the aquaintance rape and
somehow take the blame for it '' she
said, "which is ridiculous, ~cause
whatever the situation, a cape is a
rape."

continued on page 8·21

RussianLanguage
Studies-Fall
1984
and Literature
101 Elementary Russian
101 Elementary Russian
201 Intermediate Russian
203 Russian Conversation
301 Advanced Russian
303 Advanced Russian Conversation
345 Russian Civilization
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Regular plan o11ly can he purchased
at Cashier's Office, Student St~rvices
Building until Sept. 7, 1984

Ptttricia ~lattltews, :tgent
Linda \'igil, tlssMant
Hod Htwl (not pidtln•dl. ('htiill~

MW 3:00·4:15
MWF 12:00·12:50

2300 Central St • 268·4504
Central.and Harvard (Atross from UNM)

......_, ....

Keystone Life Insurance Co.
884~682.7

.

Bette/' Benefit Plan a11d
Dependent Cocerage must
be 1JIIrchased throttp,h
re presenta ti1·e
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Downtown

a rich past, an undecided future

Editor'$ Note - Guest columnist John
Montoya contribute$ the second installment
of a -three-part series concerning the Albuquerque downtown area. /11 the first part,
M011 toya described the current architecture
of the area and the "iden/Uy crisis" downtown seem!! to be growing through. In this,
the second part, Montoya goes behind the
scenes to unearth plans which would liignificantly affect the urban area and the reactions
of pttople closely connected t(} downtown.

w.:. ,.:,,,:;::;:::~::i::,, ..; "

1880s -The esta.blishment of "New Town", which wa.s to
become downtown Albuquerq11e.
1889- University o! New Mexico established by tel'I'ito·
l:'ia.l legisla.tm'e.
1881 - Sa.nta. Fe officials drive a silver spike at Deming
ra.ill:'oad junction, signaling completion of the nation's
second transcontinental rail system.
1881- Construction of the first bridge in Albuquerque to
span the Rio Grande.
1881 - Huning Castle constructed. Condemned and destroyed in 1956.
1902- Completion of Alvarado Hotel.
1920·1940- A boom period for downtown.
1988 -Albuquerque's tallast building that year, the eight·
story First National Building is built.
1987-Kimo Theatre is built (Sunshine Theater also built
during this decade.)
1939 - The 10-stocy Hilton Hotel iE> built.
19•0-19110- Area Within City's boundaries triples.
19110-1960-EJCPanding sublU'bs in Heights drain downtown of' businesses and people.
19711 - City's first compreliens!ve plan takes note of
urban sprawl, pollution and calls for protection of old land·

By John Montoya

It's difficult to imagine Albuquerque as
paving a history; so much of it seems to
bave appeared suddenly, like the tents of a
circus raised during the night,
Much of the city, in fact, didn't exist before the '40s. At the beginning of that decade the city had a population of 35,000.
By the end of the late '50s, Albuquerque
contained at least 150,000 people. Because
it had few physical boundaries, the city was
able to expand outward across the east and
west mesas in order to accornmQdate its
growing community.
As a result, Albuquerque became a typical Western city: a sprawling network of
congested streets and dull, formless suburbs. It became a city, it seemed, where
people left the seclusion of their homes
only to take part in the city's daily vehicular battles .. It became, as V.B. Price wrote
recently in his column in the Albuquerque
Journal, "a city without a plan."
Albuquerque's government is now trying
to halt these negative aspects of the city's
growth by redeveloping downtown, the
only part of the city where the old might
mix with the new and result in an urban
~tting with a sense of place and iut!ntity.
Signe Rich, the city planner currently responsible for the redevelopment of downtown, has described Albuquerque as a suburban city.
"Most of it is low-rise development.
There are few areas with any real concentration of people and activities.
"Downtown," she said, "is the only
place in the city trying to create an urban
center where people can gather on the

The way it was

marks.

streets."
Anyone who has been downtown might
agree with Rich. Nowhere else in Albuquerque can so many people be found silting on benches, eating, talking and taking
part in human activity.
Just as important is downtown's collection of older buildings. A city's identity, as
with a person's identity, is the sum of its
history. Downtown, because of its proximity to Old Town, and because of its own
historic buildings, is the only part of the
city which can claim to have a history dating back further than 40 years. And city
planners, finally, are making an effort to

restore much of downtown's past.
But the successful rejuvenation of a
downtown area must involve more than the
restoration of historic buildings, There must
also be new and unique additions if a
downtown is to regain its former vitality.
For months now, the idea of a "festival
market" has been debated by concerned
downtown observers. Similar to those built
in Boston and Philadelphia, the market tentatively planned for Albuquerque would
consist of shops, museums, restaurants and
a hotel. An artificial lake might also be included.
While most who have seen the plans

favor <he festival market, there arc many
among them who are concerned about its
ultimate effect on downtown. There arc
fears that the market will futher isolate
downtown from the rest of the city, and
that the market may also cause the destruc·
tion of a 53-year-old landmark ·-- the Sun·
shine Theater.
·
The market would be located at First and
Central. Its main building would resemble
the Alvarado Hotel - the occupant of the
site before it was tom down to make way
for a gravel parking lot. The market's developers have said that the Sunshine, built
during the '30s and located a block west of
the site, would have to go.
"The Sunshine is a major building,"
Edna Bergman, a member of the Albuquerque PreseiVation Association, said recently.
"It has a sparse and elegant design, and we
don't have another bulding like it in Albuquerque,"
But Signe Rich disagrees. She has said
there is nothing about the building which
expresses Albuquerque's unique history and
cultures. She supports the festival market,
even if it means the demise of the Sunshine.
''They're talking about a Southwestern
character for the marketplace. I think that's
important. It would respond to what's unique about Albuquerque."
Opponents counter Rich's argument by
pointing out that the market's main building
might resemble the Alvarado, but that the
plans indicate that the building would be
much larger than the old hotel, and that it
would span across Central Avenue. The
building would break the continuity of East
Central, they say. It would further separate
downtown from the rest of the city.
The market's developers appear now to
be listening to the suggestions of the Sunshine's supporters. The debntc, however, is
not likely to end soon.
The dispute, whatever its outcome, is at
least an indication of a new downtown
spirit.
"I think the overall image of downtown
is improving,'' Signe Rich said recently.
"People are coming down here, and they
think it's looking really good.''

Closest bicycle shop to Campus

CAMPUS BICYCLE
106 Vassar SE
268-6547
Across from
Bell Gas Station

Announcing!
for the ninth time, the lobo men's shop

Whatever language you speak. EXCHANGE means
instant cash when you need it, and many other
Important banking services. In every torner of
America, EXCHANGE ITI
At:
Albuquerque Feder31 Savlnp and Loan
Bank of Albuquerque
First National Bank In Albuquerque
New l'lexlto Feder31 Savincs and Loan Association
United New Me1dco Bank at AlbUquerque
Albuquerque Feder31 Savtnp and Loan of PJo Rancho
United New Mexico Bank at RiO Rancho
United New Mexico Bank at Socorro
United New Mexico Bank at Mimbres V..lley
Albuquerque Federal Savlnp and Loan of Farminlfllll
First National Bank of Farmlnpin
Albuquerque Federal Savinp and Loan of Las Cruces
Mutual Butklin& llld Loan Auoc:lation of Las Cruces
Albuquerque Federal Swinp and loin of Santa Fe
United New Mexico Bank at Santa Fe
Centlnel8ank of Taos
Utiltecl New MexiCo Bank at Carlsbad

• FirSt hcleral ~ 8lnk of New Mexico (~well)
United New MexiCo Bank at llcswetl .
United New Melcico Bank at AIMIKJIOI'do

Sidewalk
Sale!
Saturday, August 25,
9 a.m.

Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00
Plus a large selection of leather coats,
Frye hoots, knit shirts, sport coats,
turtle necks, sweaters, suits and switn suits.

lobo
men's
shop

Register for FREE
$100 Gift Certificate
from Campus Bicycle
Come in to register- need not be present to win
drawing Sat. Sept. 8, lpm
2nd prize - Zephal Pump·
3rd prize - Water bottle wlcage

FUJI FUJI FUJI FUJI FUJI FUJI
All Fuji Bicycles on Sale

wbUe suppHes last
Eza.mple:
Fuji Sagres
only $199
Forged 1 piece crank
Vallte tubing
Alloy rims with qrf
Light weight and much more

SALE

243·6954

SALE

Expert repairs on all Evetyt:bing on Sale Sale ends Aug. 31, 1984
Jerseys & Shorts

Central SE

SALE

Bicycles from $139
malces

2120

Tune-up $10
TUne-up
and Overhaul
$25

Best Prices in Town
Come in and see

M·F 9-6 Sat 10-5

•

Q
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Private donations expand
with increase in donors

••

By Mari11 DeVarennc

Through the University of New
Mexico Foundation and the Development Office, the University
has received $1,744,260 in gift revenue during the 1983-84 school
year.
Chuck Vickers, assistant director
of development at UNM, said, ''The
$1.7 million represents approximately 5,400 individual gifts."
Vickers noted the figure increased
$500,000 from the previous year,
and the number of donors has increased 58 percent.
He said the increase in donors wns
"more important than the increase
in actual dollars because once people arc in the habit of giving, it will
be on an annual basis."
Robert Lalicker, who recently retired as director of development and
executive director of the UNM
Foundation. said private donation:;
t<J the University have increased every year since 1974.
Lalicker conducted a study in
February of nine public univcrsitic~
in the West. The study found that
UNM ranked second in terms of
monetary donations given by alumni
on rcgulnr solicitation drives and
fourth in tcmJs of percentages of
alumni who give to their university.

John Samora

The Nambe knights and the Pink Adobe Dragons, both of the Santa Fe Polo Club, race after
the ball during the final chukkar of their match. Fans of the sport of kings can urge on
favorites every Sunday at the Polo grounds just south of Santa Fe.

Figures from .19!U-84 show that
UNM received $562,729 from
alumni and "friends." New Mexico
businesses donated $277 ,020;
national businesses gave $169,468;
foundations. estates, and various
organizations contributed $129,298;
and fundrnising projects netted
$30,389.

Monetary donations gi vcn to the
University are .listed in two categories: restricted and unrestricted
funds. Restricted funds nrc designated by the donor for a specific
purpose and cannot be allocated by
the University for other purposes.
The University received
$3:;7 ,135 for the Presidential Scholarship program and $108,148 for
other scholnrships. Various ~pccial
projects received a total of$195,677
with building and equipment donations at $117,950. Departmental und
i nstruct.ional donations were
$34,906, and funds for faculty ~:om·
pcn;ation totaled $21 ,tl75. Athlctk;,
received $21.680 and moncv forth~
libraric~ was $19,636. ric~earc.:h
gifts reached $15,933. Endowment>
for scholurships and other pUI'f!OSC>
tot11lcd $'1!,920,
Money from the unrestricted gifts
provide funding for special projects
that have been approved by the
UNM Foundation·~ allocation committee and the board of dircct(>rs.
Unrestricted gifts totaled $184,041.

Alliance agrees to coordinate educational efforts
A city junior college may be the
result of a joint-powers agreement
between the University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque TechnicalVocational Institute and the Albuquerque Public Schools.
The July 31 agreement calls for a
seven-member board made up of
two representatives from each institution and a member from the
community. The first six members,

who would eveniUally select the McAllister Hull, UNM provost, said
seventh, would be chosen by the that no plans are being made specifischools' respective governing cally for a junior college or a community college.
boards.
The Albuquerque Tribune re•'The alliance is designed to coorported that the vote means the com- dinate APS, T-VI, UNM and educamunity college classes could begin tional needs in the city individual·
operating under the umbrella of the ly," Hull said, "notto create a comGreater Albuquerque Education munity college.''
For instance, he said, if a need
Alliance as early as October, but

were detennined in the area of police
science, the alliance would determine which institution should fulfill
that need.
The Tribune reported that funding
the alliance and coordinating educational programs will be of major
concern to the board. Coordinating
similar or duplicate programs will be h.,."7'~~~.C..::.._
part of this, the Tribune article said.

Natural Sound Records lc Tapes
12th Anniversary Sale

When someone mentions
Southwestern art what
usually comes to mind? Tur·
quoise and silver jewelry?
Paintings of rotund Indian
women or large-eyed wails?
Maybe pottery and hand·
woven blankets? Well; probably all of the above, but
wait! There is more, and
there is plenty of it. Yes, folks
it's schlock art time.
As it turns out Albuquer·
queans have plenty to enjoy.
The pieces displayed here
were culled from dozens of
favorites from the staH of the
Daily Lobo. It would have
been easier to sub-categorize
these wonderfuf studies into,
say, just weird neon signs or
maybe just plastic cows and
steers. Plastic cows and
steers! There must be a
dozen in Albuquerque.
Here's a few objets d'art
we feel are significant. Please
enjoy them and remember
that there is plenty more out
there for all to enjoy.
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CBS Nice Price LP's
$3.99
Many famous artists including:
Jeff Beck

Santana

Elvis Costello

Lene Lovlch

Bob OVtan
Dan Hicks
Janis Joplin

All regular $8.98 List
LP's and CasseHes
2 for $13
Higher List LP's and CasseHes
$1 Off with Purchase of Two

Blank Tapes
Lowest Prices Ever
rDK SA-90 $2.95
TDK D-90 $3.99 (2 pack)
Maxell UDXL 11-90 $2.95

Sale Ends
Sunday, August 19

~

@WJ!j.rd
Hours: 10·9 Mon-Sat
11·1 SUnday
119 MaNard SE
211-1291

•

Psychedelic Furs
Miles Davis
Hundreds of Other Artists
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Arts

Arts

THAI HOUSE
The Only rnaai ltestauraut Ju ToWJt

Shakespeare goes underground

We Have 10 More
New Vegetarian Dishes
Dinner 5 p.m. • 8:30
Saturday 12 · 9:30

Lund1 11 u. m. · 2 p.m.
Monday througl1 Friday

106 Buena Vista

247-9205

••••••••••••••••••••••I
$70 PLUS
e
PER MONTH
YALE BLOOD PLASMA

e
:

e
122 YALE BLVD S.E.
e
e As A Plasma Donor, You Can Earn $70.00 Or More Per e
• Month. Your Plasma Is Vitally Needed For The Production Of e
Many Life Saving Vaccines. Help Save Lives And Supple- e
• ment Your Income. Call 266-5729 Or Apply In Person . •
•
•

e
e
e
•
e

Cross Creek- Remember the name, see next time around
R~view by R.J • Olivas

Cross Creek is several stories in one, and
more than most movies would ever attempt.
The ambition and finesse for a successful
rendition of multi-storied, many-faceted
films is lacking in all but the best ;tctors
and directors. Which is probabl~ wh~ so
few movies like Cross Creek e~tst: s•mP!Y
too demanding for most people s (mcludtng
an audience's) time.
Maryorie Kinnan Rawlings is the author
of a body of work including The YemHng,
Jaco/i s Ladder, and Cro.vs Creek. the
memoirs from which the film is based.
Her adventure into maturity began in
1928. when she abandoned her urban roots
for a Florida orange grove. bought unseen
and whkh resulted in the breakup of her
first ntil!Tiage. Portrayed by Mary Stcenburgen. the hopeful author journey> into the
heart of the sticks and the soul of the land.

(Across from UNM, behind 31 Flavors)

•
:
:

BRING THIS AD FOR A $5.00 BONUS ON YOUR FIRST
DONATION ONLY.
•
You Must Be A Local Resident
And Have A Valid Picture I.D.

e
e

Offer expires Aug. 31, 1984
One Coupon Per Donor & Not Valid With Other Coupons.
New Donors Accepted Mon.-Fri., 12:30·3:30.

. Fortu~ate~y. director Martin Ritt did not
l~ghtl~ <hsmtss the difficulties. "'The narratiVe dtdn 't c:;han_ge," he reported in a press
re~e;~~e concemmg adjustments made during
pnnclple photography· "It was the interior
chang~s (within_the characters). It's been a
very _difficult film to make. Even an old
pro hke. myself misjudged how difficult this
film was going to be to make."
A family is built up. because where human contact is rare _then it is highly valued.
And because of thetr mutual circumstances
m~ch of the closeness is built upon pain.
Pam becomes all the more poignant be·
cause. of the few precious moments of
seremty afforded family members.
. The real beauty of this film i~ that it
rmgs true. Every moment is a lesson in uncertainty. a test of ..:nJunmcc. And 11 b thi~
Ul!dc~·currcnt. WO\cn throughout the f11bric
of lht!i many stoned talc. which binds it
and gives it completeness. Anything else is

:

e
•
e

YALE BLOOD P.LASMA
122 VALE BLVD. S.E.
266-5729

$1.00 COUPON

\'•l ,...•. ,,.

We Are Zoo Parents Of One Of The Baby Tigers At The RIO
GRANDE ZOO. Bring This Coupon On Your First Donation
And Help Us Feed This Baby Tiger.
Offer expires Aug. 31, 1984

New Mexico Sympllaay
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~ Night's Dream, play this Friday through Monday at the KiMo Theater.

85 CHORAL

OFFERJ"GS

Chamber Singers

01111

MONDAYS and WEDNESDAYS
3:00pm· 5:00pm
B-117, fine Arts Center
(243-001, undergraduate
.
.
560-002, graduate)
Ahighly oclctl rniJ<cd·•ol<c pcrfonnlug cnsemblcof26·32 slng.ers, Spedallz.. lnth• study,
preparation, and performance or literature particularly suited t.o thl• cn..:mblc. the CIIAH·
8l':K SINGr.RS Is VNM's top performing choral ensemb1el Auditions arc. required for mem·
be.-lllp and are open to nonmu•lc m'l)ors and music m'llors. undergraduate and graduate
students. ATWO·StHtSTt~ coHHITI'ttNT IS REQUIRED roR H~M.BtRSHIP !fall and •prlng

~

Concert Chorale

~
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Jill!
411111
Jill!
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~

~
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01111

.

~
~

a·4

UNM

•
. . TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS •
~ 3.00 pm • 5.00 pm .
6·117, Fme Arts Center
(244·0.
01,
Undergra.
duate
.
. 560·002, graduate)
01111
Jill!
A..:l<elml>cd·VOI<ecnsernbleofnotmorcthan56slngersspedallzlnglnthesludy, prepara·
01111 tton. and performance or the great chorallltcroture.Audlllonsaren:qulrcdformembershlp
~ and ore open to nonntu•lc m'l]o,. and music malors. undeiJiraduate and graduate students.
~
University Chorus
Jill!
TUESDAY evenings
~ : pm- 9 :30 pm
6 _117 fine Arts Center)
7 30
~ (14.:3-001, un.dergraduate
. 560-002•. graduate)
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01111

~Jill!

~

01111

Jil !

~

~
01111
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~
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01111
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:ill
Jill!
,.;~ A laiJie oratorio chorus open to University students and persons out.lde the Unl•erslty 01111
community. ~eCklyrehea~is.cutminate.lnperfonnancesortargerchoratworic!lwlthoKhes• ~
:ill tra ca<h ..,mester. rormal audlllons arc not required for membership, howe•er, help In Jil !

,.; placement within the chorus Is available to all wttowl•h such """'•lance. Please attend the 01111
. . ftr.Jl rehceltsal on Tuesday. August 21.
Ill!
,.;
01111
~ A WORD ABOUT AUDITIONS • • •
~
~ Each individual possesses certainvocal potentials and capabili· :illl
~ ties as a choral ensemble participant at any given tline. The UNM ~
~ choral program has attempted to develop offerings that meet '.j
~ the. needs and challenges of a large cross-section. of persons ~
" wishing to sing in a choral ensemble. The purpose, therefore, of Jill!
;;!II general choralauditions is to help the participant find the en- ~
~ semble best suited to him or her at the time of the audition. As
!:1 one's knowledge and experience broadens, Individuals may 01111
,.; progress to other ensembles in the choral program. THERE ISA ~
~ CHORAL ENSE.MBLt AT UNM FOR ALL INTERESTED PERSONS! ~

By Jane Klcnck
PlaywrighUproduccr Robert Sucher is not in Albuqucrque, or hereon the earth, to write (or re-write) cute,
little farcical tales inspired by such greats as
Shakespeare. He is here to make poignant statements
about modem institutions. people and life. while using a
classical literature base. Sucher did just that last year
with the Underground Nutcracker,
Once again, he and his cast and company of what he
calls "Aibu·querque's fines· t" wt'll. dt"g deep to brt'ng you
The Underground Mid.mmmer Night'.1· Drl!ll/11, which
will be performed. at 8 p.m. this Friday and Saturday,
and 2 p.m. Sunday at the KiMo Theater. Tickets arc
available atthe KiMo Theater Office. Bob Farley Music
and the Frontier Restaurant for $5 and $7.
Sucher's Mid.~wmner eliminates the Elizabethan audience and places its characters in the "red scare" of the
1950
• fi1 aI'ICns, a gro· uP 0f bee- b)1 P
s. Comp 1c1c WI'th SCI·
high school students. a few miliiary men and a before·
its-time new wave band called Quantum's Mechanics.
The scene is set. making you want to slip back in your
seat and slide on your 3-D glasses.
But just when you're ready to slip and slide, expecting to hear Elvis Presley tunes, you get the wild but
rhythmic sounds of former Philistccns member Larry
Otis, who composed all new music for Mitl.mllllllet.
Otis' compositions give the produc. tion an eerie. out of
. ofcharacthis world air. However. this conglomeration
tcrs all coexist in our own Albuquerque.
;;~&:mlll!ll!:lWii'i!!!n: 1I! IF! !lf::we'®WMt1tiM!% · Jti!Uilli~t

SucherpickcdAibuqucrqueasthescttingforhisplay
bec.ause he feels there is still much to discover here. He
doesn't feel you need strange or distant locales to unearth fresh thoughts and feelings. "We have to begin to
look within the city for new messages that aren't neccssarily out there in the mass media." explained Sucher.
Sucher is sea.rching. for messages of ho. pc. friendship
and, most importantly. appreciation.
In !he Uttdergro_111ui Mitls~tmml!r. Albuquerque is
suffermg from a tcrnblc drought (which one htgh school
student knows is caused by Communist control of the
•
Upper atmosphere). Because of the drought, human
concern is centered on where to get water; thus. there is
a severe lack of human affcctton.
.
The aliens. called MAGICU <Mobile Intergalactic
Intensive Care Unit), the ~oldiers. students and band
members meet at the volcanoes on the city's west side.
originally for separate rea.sons. Eventuali·Y·•. the. t. o.ur
• • together to dtscuss
·
• hoped, reso1vc
forCCSJOih
and, •It IS
the chaos in their city and in their world. MAGICU
j~incd in. explained ~ucher. bcca~sc thcrcame from a
dtffere~t w~rld and d.'~" 't have bmsed v1cws about the
w~Jrldsttuat!on. Supnslllgly.!hcscnonhumancrcatures
arc what brmg human affection back to our world.
If you think the combination of a new wave band,
d'
d I"
d
students, sol ters and aliens soun Sa IItle wil • you're
right. ''It's definitely strange and crazy." ~uys Sucher.
• not a .arcc
"
.
"Butth'1s 1s
or a bur~.oon•type t h'mg. Th'IS IS
real. The play has some important things to ~ay ...
~~11.!!1 ·mv.i 1 I .. llll!llllilllllli 1111
Ill r ·D!lllil!UIIi!E

~
Jill!

~

AUDITION TIMES:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
AUGUST 20·23; 1:00 pm- 5:00 pm
ROOM 1116, FINE ARTS CENTER
• No advanced preparation is necessary to audition

~ • No special appointment is needed to audition
~
~
~
01111

~

~
Jll'!

(auditions are on a first-come, first-served basis)
• ALL UNM choral ensembles are open to ALL UNM students
* Undergraduate and graduate credit is available
* Music majors are NOT granted prefetentlal placement
in ANY choral ensemble
* AuditioN results will be posted no later than 9:00
on l'RIOAY, AUGUST 2~

~ • Call 27'7-4202 or 277-2127 for lurther illfhrnmtion

I~
~

WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WILL
JOIN US IN THE FURTflER ADVANCEMENT

A.dr Fruer _at Gtaham Cc:nt111l Stadon, Aua. 22,-9

P.m. Tic,et.sSl in advance at Giant Ticket outlets:.

tbiJior Ot<hestnJ

of AI.._,.H COJJ<Irt at the
Albq. Uuie Theatre, 224 San Pasqlllle sw, Au a. 24,
l:ll p.m. Selections by SibeliUJ, Ra•d, and Oounod
will be Ptrrormed, futurinJ Anne Ebrcller on harp.
TK:keu are 57, 56.50 for tenlonl and students,
lltilable through the COA ti<ketllne, 247.0262,
Sllole)Carhat the Paolo Solari in Santa Fe, Aua.
ll, I p.m Tkkell Sll In adVIliCC It Oitnt Ticket
Paolo Solari in Santa Fe, Sept. 9.
I ITkle<rlil. the
In advance at Olant Tk:ket audets.
lo·

-n.GttGo'oatR.. ROCU,
Tld!ots Ill! Sll IN 511. Ea.,UO.
lldl!o!OrmUoHiat Rt.l ....., AI&• 21, 7:31
aro $11 ... 512. - .......... ....
Mllrjs at Red Rockl, Aoa. U, 7:30 p...
lit 511.50 and 513.!0. Gt!aoral ..mloolaa
Sl hf1her day •t ..,.,., Tkkeb for all
iho"s .,, a.,_liHie at aD Stltd·A-Sat
llrt Rolnbow J\lruk Hall ko otlkc.
lltld~ llll' lltrlfdtl-..l by lfllll by llldla& I Otani,...,
tntt-10pe aad 111011q order to: Sdfet:.
£1poslllon.. Denvtrf co.• 11209. ror
Jtlon <alll!I.J.778-0700 or 303ofl91-!177~

....., dQ'

or llrow. Tkkl!l ror 11 o...., ....

tlrowa Ill IYalla•lo II II Stlod·A·Soat oatlob
... dee Ralakw Milk .lbllk• ortlco. Tlcktll

_ .........,.111., ....... _ ....

1111·--..
H....,. ud - ordee lo:
Stlod·A.S.t, HIS EKJooa!dotl, U..nr, CO.,
...,, For ••ra
or31W91·'1"·

lato-IIDtJ al 313-Tfi.O'IIO

Cros.~ Cn•ek is above and lwvund all ch~
a moving declaration nluHwceitl:C. it~ d~
mbc. ami rcsurrrt•tinn. And it i.'> vcrv mud1
worth seeing when 1and in it return.,·.

,\udJtloa1 for

orneeat14l·7657.
AIIMiq-•e Ll.lt Opera A-• wiU beJafnlDJ
off a brand new BMW 528e. Limited numb<n or
tlokots are a..llable 11 $$0 each. PI'CCC<ds ao to
A,CLOA. Coll345-6$77 for more Information,
Tire MMkrehonlt will be boldlnaaudiJions (crvotce
paru for ~r '14 ..'85 season, Aua. Jl and~ _from J,;
5p.m. CaU821.0309 formorelnftH1!UIIion.
lloll Pue•a'• (2101 Ctntral SE)- Hitchcock'•
''RCir Window" and "Vut.iao/ Au,;. U and '"'·
7:15 and 9:l!l. "Can She Bolte aChef~)' Pie?," Aua.
15·16, 7:15 and 9:00. "DI•a" and "TheNl&hl or the
Au&. 17-18,3,5:1$,7:15,9:30 p.m.
Witkin, throuab Aua. 3l,JnJlde l<LR Photcaraphies, ShootiOJSIIII,"
Hitchcock'•
••Rebecca'' and ••o1a1. M for Murder"
2931 Monte VlltaN.E., 9a.m.-5p,m.
Aua.l9-21,3,
5:1$,
7:15,9:30 p.m.
·
'
~ rae•lo Cakanl ~- Pueblo d.anc:es,
Gtrl4 (J.405 Ctntral NEJ - "Suan,c In•aden."
Aua.l8,19,25,26, at land 3p.m.
throu&h Aut. 16, 7:15 and 9:15. "Les Compuet,"
MttNu Galkrr- "Fora<rles." Receptlon will be Aua.
17 throu&h 30,7:15 and9:1S,-kcnd matinees
onAuaustl9, 3-6 p.m. Oalleryhounarell-4, W<d.• at3:15and5:15.
Sol., l-4 on Sundayo.
Ma&k Slr Gollerr (On St Franc:IJ Square In Taos,
N.J\1.) wiD pre10nt a .aroup olrow Aua. 19·26.
Reception Aua. 19, J-4 p.m. Open Mon,·Sat..10.
S:30, Sun; l-4p.m.
...._. GalleJ]o- Ccramlc sculpture by Erla
Baln and Watcreolors by John Florco, AUI• 20
throu&)l Sepl. 21. In the UNJ\1 SUB, main ICYel.
Open Mon.·Fri., 9ofl.
Ulloo Galleey- Watcrcolon1 ink drtwi!IJI, and
fountl-objecl mosaics by Krbtln Parrott and carved
Jloacware by Jerry Hopkins-Verald<. In the UNM
SOB bulldiDJ, lower ICYel north. Open Mon.·Sat., 7
a.m.-IOp.m.
Art E'AIIIesotlo• Galkry- "A olD Year RetroJpeotlve
E•hlbltion or Oil and Watercolor Palntlnp by
William Ward<r."A reception will he held Aua. 24,5
p.m.·9 p.m. Show will run Aua. 24 throu&h Sept. 21.
Gallery hours: 9 a.m.~11 noon,l p.m.·5 p.m., Mon.•
Fri., by appolnl.ment. Located In Masley Hall,
CollegeofEdtl<allon, UNM wnpus.

M•otKm ol An~IOJIDioal' (IJNM Cam·
pus)- _ Twenty·five Yean of Discovery It Sardis,"
an ellhlbidon or the rindlnp of a joint Harvard·
Cornell mhaeoloaie <Xpcdlllon In Southwestern
Turkey, lhrou&h Aua.J9.
M...,.. M11'"• Eul Gderr- "Siwed lmaaes:
Pueblo Pottot)l Deslans and Million Church
DecoratfOQ throuah Nov,..:~
AI......H .M1""• (2000 Mountain Rood N.W.)
- "Carplnteros &: Cablnetmaltr:ri- New Mcxlt:o
furnllurel~l900.'' throu&h Sept.J2.
T..- ud Cnll!l C•OIJ (l23 Romero N.W.)Debbie Smith Weavina anti Marpret Weinrod
Muwd

11

~
01111

'.;

presented by the Albuquerque
Civic LIJ!ht Opera, A,uJ. 17, 18,24, 2$, Jl, and Sept,
1. AuJ. 19 and 26, matinees only, 2:1$ p.m. AU other
perlormances at 8: l5 p.m. llvmiDJ tlcke!l: $6.$0.
$12. Matinee tlcketo: :16-SIO.SO, Jenlor clllun·
slctudenll • 52 off. Tickets a\'lllable at Po~joy 11o•
office or ACLOA at 345-6517,
liii"""UO by Scrauu will be .,......led by the Santa
Fe_ Qpcrapn AUJ. 15, al9 p,m, For more fnrormaJion
calllheSan..Fe0peral1ox orllceat 941-3.,5,
WtCoow Tollwlfl..,,aHaruWr:mr:rHenzcopera
In lb Amcrlt:an premiere per(ornwrcc, will be
presented by theSilflta FeOperaoaAua.IB at9 p.m.
For more Information call the Sanra Fe o.~ra bo~
crnce 119112·315$
llw ~ FIMU at the S~nta Fe Opera. Au a. 14, 21
23.
ElM i'torMI/IrlltAt Tr.,odlt at lh< Santa Fe Opera,
Aua. 11 and25.

Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREEl

at regurar price and get the identical
plzaa free with this coupon!
AT A CONVENIENr l.mLE CAESARS NEAR YOU

ATRISCO PLAZA

FAIR PLAZA

4201 C"'ntral NW
Lomas/Scin Pedro NE
836-1364
262-1491
expiration date; 9·31-94

Modon Doa.,. Wollcllrof olreted by the Center tor
ContempcnJry An1 of Santa Fe, witll Loullt Bul'lll
of the Mcree CUnnlnabam Dance ComJ:any, Aua. Jol
throuab 24, I0:3Da.m.·l2 noon at Onate Hall at the
Coll.,.e or Santa Fe, St. Mklraeb Dr, For mere In·
formation all'liiZ•IJJB.
Palla41••
Prlatloa
•••••arap•k
Warlulrap- Photoarapher Merldcl Rubenstein will
Splnnin1, Wea¥1nJ, Croc:het, Paper, throuab AU&. teach a hands-on wo1kshop in palladium printlna.
Au1. IS and 19 at theCenier for Contemporary Arts,
18.
M- ol Flae Alb (Santa Fe)- "Mimbres 1050 Old PecGs Trail, Santa Fe. Fer more in·
Pottery! Andent An or the ,._meric:an Southwest.~'
==,!=:::;::;:::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~~~~
throu&h Au;. 26, daily, 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. rormatlonall942-13l8.
AdmiSJion Is free.
11

~~~m~
\.W
e1913l.-c-~l!"llrlil<l<:

UNM .Art M•sru• (fine Arts· Cenrer)- ncuhure
and Record: Nineteenth Cenlury Photosr•phs from

cheCollectlon,'' Aua.l4 throu&h f'/ov. 11 •
UNM Art J\lalfUat -Norllr tiaUory (Fine Aru Cen•
ier)- ''Drawinp From the Collection." A!JJ.. i4
throush Nov. 11.
Rutb Ramhcra Gallery - Photography by J oe~Poter

PIERRE RICHARD t:£AARD ~
Afin by FAANOS m

~

S<JotiJ P«/ffc will be

Buy any Size Original Round Pizza

-Richard Freedman; NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS

I
I

ART
-------------------------------------ERYDAV,AS MARKED!

••• GRUMBACHER
•• BRUSH
••• SALE!
••
••

CASH, VISA, MASTERCARD ONLY!

COUPON EXPIRES! SEPT. 15, 1984.

THIS DISCOUNT DEDUCTED FROM MARKED PRICE ONLY!
WITH THIS COUPON • LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
- - - - _... ,...... - - . - ~ ,..- -- _. - - IIIIi- - ~-.-- - - . - - - · - - . . - ~' -

~

~

·~

~

L
-

· - - - ...

OPEN: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9A.M.-5:30P.M

~
~

~

! ..

Club West In Santa Fe, Aua. 14
Ctntral Station A.,. U, 9 p.m.
!kkoumSlae Worldwide Tickets and at the door.
CUd! E. Wdu at Club West In Santa Fe,. AUJ. 16,
11, li.Sl onchel61h, S4 on the 11th and lith.
Su!lfoO,eraAH1Htla~AUI.I3and20
ll lhf Santo Fe Opera. SelectiODJ rrom dtrrerau
opcra~willboporform<d. 9 p.m., admlalon 55.
Joll7 1111 t•e Ml4al!et II the P~ Solari in Slllta
Fe, AuJ. 11, 8. p.m. Ticket• 512.50 In adv....., at
OillllTKkotouclot•.
s•..., lau at Ma4rlll - The SonlcJ, KCYln
ZD<miJ, Alma, and acloJln.a jam -...lcel. AUI. 19,3
p.D\. at the Madrid ball park,
lllJ lo Ttllurlde '14, A ... 11·19 fM11n.1if RlOlt Cole, Paul 80111, Dorltl F - , ud Frw
FllpL Abo; fm <oncertJ Ia doe Jllfk, Cleo Ptulotr
R.W... Dlftct En~e• .... aM Juz ""'rbkpt _.
tn11un. For more .. ror.~tloa, ddl:ttt. ...
mtrYJtloar <1U 1·11011·51.5-3455.
Rotl~oHIOJ !andatCiubWenlnSantl Fe, Au&.21.
tad;, free, men $3.50.

THE FUNNIEST FRENCH FILM SINCE
1
LA CAGE AUX FOLLES'='

~

~

N"''"' lroiiMn at

IJidU, I!at tho door, ladles rreo.

S(llrlt at G!Oham

F...., lid FIH FJlPL Allo; lrft coo~lb br
tH park, Cloo Pa..... R-aa Duce
,......., ... )Ill ..o........... _......
For..,.. l•fo,.atloa, l.lcbtJ, ud ....,..!loB
alll-515·3455,
U..m Ar.. eo...l b - Tire Go Go'o at Rod
Roclra, Aaa. 11, 7:3f •·•· Tldretlan SJI ...
SJZ, EouJt••kl aatl Ho...... loats at Rt.l
Roclra, Aaa. 21, 7:30 p.a. Tlcblo In Sll ud
SJZ, Tire PniiMm alii SIJoplo Mill.. at Red
Roclra, All· 26, 7:3f .... 11clrrb aro $12.51
ud Sl!,!ll, Gneral 1 4 - tldloto ille 51

''****

I

I~

Perhaps the strongest thread running
through ~he film is their particular Wife
concerning Ellie's pet. a deer, which seems
to grow in proportion to the emotional dc':elopment of the others. When the pet's
hfc IS brought to an abrupt, but pcrbaps
necessary end. we arc jolted to the utter
finality of innocence. Ellie's tears. blurred
through a conf\tsion and hatred sh.:: understands not. but which her father rnusl. an::
the leur~ we have shed. the hatred wr have
felt at our own childhood'~ cntl.

1

~.._,..,,,.,...,,,.,...,... Melissa Jaramillo and Anna Hebert are the helpful aliens in the Underground Midsummer

~

On:.l:ett~

Both arc splendid as they portray a father
and daughter caught in a duet where she is
stepping onto the threshold of maturity. he
growing old and jaded, fond of the bottle.

thrgugh Stp!. 8. Auditions for violin, viola, frC!nth
horn •.•nd. percussion will be held on Aua. 25 and·U.
Appo1ntmenls un be made throuah the Symphony

•••••••••••••••••••••••

r'''''''''''.....:

sugar on the top.
It is a strangely curious effect of this
movie that the main character's personal
failings and problems become sh;utowcd by
the unexpected sagas lived out by her new
neighbors. Marjorie Rawlings, the author,
fades as a backdrop to Marjorie, the friend.
the woman.
In contrast. her co-characters enter her
life as secondary, almost props for h~r·
story, and evolve into creatures of flesh and
blood emotion. Indeed, Gecchce, the black
house-cleaner steps in to her role giddy. a
silly self-caric&turc of blacks. and grows to
become Marjorie':, companion and friend.
Tears are shed: words of anger, then of
love, arc shared.
Likewtse, Peter Covotc as Norton Ba;,kin. puts in <l dashin!!. performance in courting the difiicult author And much could be
said of pcrfonnances by Rip Torn as Marsh
Turner. and Duna Hill a' Ellie Turner.

~horus will be held 11 variouli 1lm~1S ~tart Ins Aug. 17

:
•

•--------------------------------•
:• :/'· i/'~·~.:'~~?_~.-:
\
.... .
,~ ~.\~"tic
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BOB LANGELLS~ SINCE 1958

.. ...

...

. . ..

.. . .

OF THE CHORAL ART . .
.~ Bobby and the Msdmtes, featurmg Bob We~r (back from the Grateful Dead), wt/1 be hosted
~....,...._..,...._.,...,..,.,.,...._.,..,....._,,,.,...._,,,,..._,~ Friday at the Paolo So/eri Ampitheater in Santa Fe.

New Mexico Art

SuP.P-!Y~.

Inc.

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E .. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, .87106
PHONE:505/265·3733,ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

•••
••
•••
•
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sporrs

Sports
Medal or not, Olympic athletes all winners.
lly .John Moreno
LOS ANGELES - I first became a Mary Decker fan last summer when ~he run at the world championships in Helsinki. Finland. She
was already well-known of course,
because of her complete dominance
of the American women's distance
running scene.
She would consistently complete
wire-to-wire victories by margins of
I0 to 50 meters in both the 1500- and
3000-meter runs. Could she be a
winner against the best in the world?
Could she double'! Helsinki would
answer all the queMions.
Decker won the 1500 but was then
faced with her biggest test in the
3000. Her main opponent would be
the world record-holder and twotime defending Olympic champion
in the 1500 meter~. Tatyana
Kuankma.
Secretly, I was hoping that Decker would lose. She had won aplenty in the states and it was high time
she lmt a race or two. A Joss, I
thought, would humble her: it would
be a character-builder. How wrong I
was.
Decker already had plenty of

Page A-ll, New Mexico Daily Lobo, August 13, 1984

about media reaction! For one terrible moment Queen Mary lost her
concentration. A solitary fly got
caught in the ointment.
She was within her rights to shove
Budd and should have. With a gold
medal on the line there was no room
for ladylike politeness. It was a bitter lesson, but Decker, the chamcharacter, which she displayed in She said she wants to, but she pion, will survive and prosper once
the final 200 meters as she came shouldn't push herself just to prove a again.
from behind to outkick Kazankina point at the risk of aggravating the
Carl Lewis, on the other hand,
hip which she injured during her ill- doesn't give a damn <~bout what the
down the stretch.
Ironically, it was the Russian who fated stumble.
media thinks about him. Maybe
The best way to overcome a men- that's why he always wins. You can
stumbled and fell 5 meters from the
finish line as Decker, clenching her tal or emotional fall is to immediate- count me among the many who were
fists and biting her lower lip, held on ly confront the beast within. To disappointed when he '"passed up his
smash through all barriers and start last four jumps.
for her double victory.
Decker's unfortunate fall Friday with a clean slate, that is the task of a
It wasn't that I need to have Carl
night was a shock to everyone who winner. Obviously, Decker knows Lewis jump past Bob Beamon, but I
has come to admire this great that: she tried to get up and finish the love to watch Lewis jump. It's such
athlete. Possessing that rare com· race but was physically unable.
a joy to see him sail through the air
bination of power and grace, DeThe whole tragic incident is ting- with the greatest of ease, He knows
cker's long relaxed stride carries her ed however by one final bit of irony. it too. "I was booed," he said, "belike an antelope across the savanna. According to Decker, Budd cut her cause people wanted to sec more of
Whether Zola Budd is <ll fault for off and she (Decker) could have me."
cutting Decker off or not no longer shoved Budd out of the way. But
He is so intense yet so relaxed. l
matters. Decker's potential golden Decker explained that she didn't, watched most of his heats in the premoment is lost forever, or at least for because she dictn 't want the head- liminaries and the medal round, and
lines to read "Bully Decker pushes he seemed nervous only once,
four more years.
What mutters now is that she com- kid Budd."
That was just before the start of
What a strange time to be thinking the 4 x I00 meter relay final yet it
pete as soon as physically possible.

The College of Arts and Sciences
now offers an

Undergraduate Major
•

1n
BIOCHEMISTRY
Leading to graduate work
and careers in
MEDICINE • DENTISTRY • BIOCHEMISTRY
VETERINARY MEDICINE
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY • CLINICAL NUTRITION
BIOTECHNOLOGY • HIGH SCHOOL
SCIENCE TEACHING

For details please contact
Professor Robert Loftfield
277-3333
Basic Med. Sci. Bldg.
Rm 249
If possible, a prospective candidate should take math 163·163 (or 182•183or 172-173) and chem
131·132 (or 121·122) in the freshman year, then chem 301·3041 (or 307-3101) and physics 151-1541
(or 160-1631) in the sophomore year.

was the only world mark he helped
create.
In fact it was the only world re-'
cord in track and field set during this
Olympics period. Why? The
answers are simple: boycott and
smog.
Let's face it, the competitive level.
dropped a notch because of the
absense of the Soviets, East Germans and Cubans, particularly in the
women's track and field events.
The smog, too, was a factor even
though it was downplayed as such.
I've had trouble taking a deep breath
on some days and the conversion
layer was so thick at times that visibility, not to mention breathing, was
seriously diminished.
Perhaps the smog had an effect on
Steve Ovett. Great Britain's great
middle-distance runner. He had
been having respiratory problems
for over a month, however, so it's
hard to tell if the intense competition, the smog, or a combination of
both caused his health problems.
But one thing is fqr sure; he's a
strong. courageous athlete. After
collapsing at the finish line in the
800-meter final he spent two days in
a hospital.
He then competed successfully in
the first two heats of the 1500-mctcr
run and qualified for the final. But,
during the final he dropped out with
one lap left, having enough common
sense to know when to stop.
Some people said Gabriela
Andersen-Schiess of Switzerland
should have been stopped from completing the marathon, but by the time
she staggered into the coliseum
she'd already gone 25V2 miles. As it
turned out she looked just fine at a
press conference the next day.
All told, about 7.500 athletes
competed for nearly 670 medals. In
other words, about 90 percent of the
athletes went home without a medal.
That doesn't necessarily mean
they went home as losers. The key to
the Olympics, so sayeth the Olympic Charter, is to take part. And
judging from the spirit at the Games
I'd say we're all winners.

Georgetown to
visit UNM's Pit
By Jeff Wells
UNM athletic director John Bridgers announced. at a Wednesday
press conference, that the George·
town Hoyas, with Olympian Patrick
Ewing, will battle the Lobos in the
Pit Oil Saturday, Dec. 22. The Lobos
will return the visit during the '85'86 season.
To arrange a time for the Georgetown game, the Arizona game. scheduled for that night, will be moved
back one day, and the Loyola·
Marymount game will be cancelled
and played at a futllre date. Loyola
has already arranged for another
opponent and released UNM from
the contract.
The Hoyas return three starters
besides Ewing from their championship team and should once again
be a contender for the national title.
Georgetown will be the first national
champion to play in the Pit. against
the Lobos and the second UNM has
played, the other being UTEP in
1966.

One controversial note arising
from the game is the price of tickets.
All tickets are priced at $15. a I 00
percent plus increase over the normal bench seat price. When questioned about the higher price, Brid·
gers replied that he was not il1 favor '
of it, however. it was accept that
price or not play the game.
Also at Wednesday's conference.
it was announced that KGSW·TV.
channel 14, will provide coverage llf
Lobo football and basketball. ~The
three-year contract will bring the
University between $50.00() and
$60.000 a year.

i

FRESHMEN

A
R
New Mexico begins football practice
year Arr~y ROTC Scholarships worth up to
R 3$7,000
Will be available to qualified appli- 0
Call Capt. Bolton 831M cants. Interested?
s?
T
1111 x278 or 279.

Ily .Jeff Wells

according to Coach Dunn.
Am?ngthe veterans. the only loss well_ as last year's starting quarter·
Football scuwn has once again arfar IS Tim Lopez, a senior offcn- bac~. Bud~y Funck. All three arc
nved at UNM in the guise ofpreseil- SI~c guard who was injured earlier seniors. TillS season's schedule inson pra\:ticc. Joe Lee Dunn's second t~1s summer when a car struck the cludes New Mexico State, West
vcar as head coach of the Lobos be- bicycle he was riding, Lopez is still Texas State and Texas Tech, all at
in the first three weeks of the
~an Tuesday. when '27 freshmen
un_able .to participate and will rcd- home
I '2-gamc schedule.
scholar~hip players and approxshm th1s season.
For now. the team will hold
imatclv 40 walk-on.s arrived and beCoach Dunn believes he has a
gan cZmditioning. The varsity re- ?oo~ group of freshmen, although it two-a-day practic~~ at 9 a.m. and
ported on Friday and ran the tradi- IS. suB too early to really tell, .. l 3 p.m. for the rest of this week
tional timed mile on Snturday.
th1nk w:' 11 have a good group of ?onnin~ pads on Thur~day and hold:
AlrcmJv. there have been some athletes 1f they stick with it. Right mg an mtrasquad scrimmage Saturday. For the first time in several
lo~sc., to the Lobos. Louis Schutte, a now they're a little out of condition
years, the Lobos will not travel to
red;hirt freshman. from Tucson, but they should be all right"
· Santa Fe for a scrimmage. electing
Ariz .. hah elected to not return to
The Lobos, 6-6 last fall. return 14 to stay close to home until Sept. 29,
school. He has taken a job as an starte~s. including All-Western
assistant professional at a golf Athletic Conference standouts John- when they will travel to UTEP to
course in Tucson. Freshman recruit ny Jackson and Ray Homfeck, as battle the Miners in their first WAC
contest.
Richard Austin, an offensive lineman from Detroit, is academically
ineligible and. while he cannot pli!y
this s~ason. he will .attend UNM and
attempt to regain his eligibility for
next year. Clyde Augustus. another
2901 Monte Vista N.E.
freshman rcdshirt, may not return
(Girard &. Central at the Triangle)

Tony's Pizzeria&.. Deli

HEWLETT PACKARD

41CX ... $259.99
~~ 41CV ... $195.99
HP11 C .. $62.99
HP12C .. $95.99
HP15C .......... $95.89
HP16C .......... $95.99
HP750 ........ $879.99
HPIL Module ... $99.99
HPIL Cassette or
Prmter ......... $369.99

For the tudent

~©~~QD)J~~
~~~[1 ©~@~~
west
east

265-2266

Women's golf
coach named

800-&48-3311

In NV call (702) 568·5654

$ t off a large
or medium pizza.
Expires 8/24/84

By JeiT Wells
John M. Spcary. currently an
at Albuquerque's Four Hills Country Club. has
been named the new head coach of
the Lobo women's golf team. He
replaces Barbera Berry. who resigned her coaching duties in June,
but she will remain the club professional at UNM's North course.
Linda Estes, women's athletic
director. believes that Speary is a
g<Jod choice. "John was an almost
unanimous choice of our committee.
His reputation as a teacher and his
experience as a high school coach
was important.'' Estes said that Speary deals well with people, and
•·you've got to do thutifyou want to
have a winning team."
Spcary, 32, earned a degree in
physical education from Sui Ross
State University in Alpine, Texas,
graduating in 1974. He coached for
two years at El Paso Burgess High
beFore taking the job of assistant
professional at a Texas country club
and then coming to Albuquerque.
He has also instructed at the Sun
Country PGA Junior Golf Academy
for the last four years and believes
that his teaching skills arc a definite
asset in his new position.
Along with his teaching experience. Speary brings numerous contacts with the Albuquerque business
community. Fora team that relies on
fundraising to pay most of the bills,
these contacts arc invaluable.
At the moment. recruiting will be
t~c new coach's priority. "I think
Ill probablv recruit in-state a little
more than· my predecessors. The
quality of New Mexico's uol fers has
improv~tl ureatlv in the lust few
}car~. I'll ~lsn recruit nationally and mtcmationally if I have to."
The third Lobo coach in four
)CUI"\, Spcarv is the first to be hired
a; a full-time coach.

y

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

Dap!OOO, P 0. BOX 6689
Stalelme. NV 89449
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800-233-8950

In PA call(717) 327-9575

Siroot

Dept500. 477 E Thlfd
Wilhamsporl. PA 17701

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
We need Sales Representattves on your campus to sell Hewlett
Packard Calculators and other computer products. You'll make
generous co·m·· miSSions s.elling only the f1nest qualitY. name brands
on the market. Call today to see 1f you qualify for a Campus
Representative K1t. No Investment is required.

a~'l'tant profc~sional

1819 Roma NE
277-5644, 277-4965
Student Services Director Johanna "Juba" Clayton
The s!aff of Afro-American Student Services would like to welcome you to the University of New Mexico and offer
any ass1st~nce you may need to make Y?Ur stay ~s comfortable and academically rewarding as possible.
Typewnter and Free Emergency Typmg Servtce Career, Academic and Personal Counseling Registration
Assistance _Tutorial and Financial Aid Information
Emergency Student Loan Fund Scholarship
lnformat1on Career Preparation Seminars Full and Part-Time Employment Information Study Area
Black Student Union Pres. Michael J. Smith
We ~an ~elp! Bl~ck Stude~t Union is an organization operated by Black students with the special needs
of Black students m mmd. Bes1des offenng work-study ~;~ositions, the Union has many projects to satisfy a wide variety
of rnterests.
You will find a welcomed position on the staff of our newsletter.
.•
. The lo15istics of running a profitabl~ ?rganization elude many of us. Maybe you can help?
For the poht1cal SCience maJor there are. many opportunrtles for travel to conventions and other political events
throughout the state as well as surrounding areas. Our voter registration drives offer a student of politics a unique
chance to see where the election process begins.
Black History Month is one of BSU's largest and most enjoyable projects. Thes events are planned solely by BSU
officers and students serving on the many different committees. These are just a few of the ways the Union hopes to
reach out to you ..•
But, we're not all work and no play! Black Student Union will sponsor an average of 20 dances this year.
The doors of BSU are open from 9:00am to 5:00pm weekdays.

Call No.
04814
04815
04816
04817
04816
04819

Course

Dept.

101-001

AA
AA

103-001

250-001

AA
AA
AA
AA

Course Titles
Introduction To Swahili I
Foundation~ of Afro-American Stud1es
Black Woman
Afro·American Historv I
Survev of Africa
·
Institutional Racism
•slack> in Politit~
•slack Politic,ll Theor\
Blach in latin Amt•ricd I

04820

284-001
297-001
301-001
309-400

04821

333-001

04822
2%97

391-001

AA
AA
AA

391-002
391-003
391-004

AA
AA
AA

05112
26709

300-001
309·400

Political Science Dept.
Pol. Sc. Black Political Theorv
"
Pol. Sc. Blacks in Politics

01832

282-001

Hist.

01111

411-002
511-002

29698
29699
29700

38;"-001

AA

Problem~

Day
Tu
lT
lT
lT

MWF
\'I/

Time
6:30·9:15
12:30·1 :45
11:00-12:15
8:00-9:15
9:00-9:50
fl!l0·9: 15

M
ARR.

6:30·9:1')

M

9:10-10:43

ARR.
ARR.
ARR.
ARR.

Problems
Problems
Problem'>

Instructor
C. Mutunga
S. Okunor
T. Okwumabua
C. Williams
J. Okwumabua
P. Herndon
L Malrv
H. Ros~
C. Williams
S. Okunor
S. Okunor
S. Okunor
S. Okunor

ARR.
M

6:30·9:15

H. Ross
L Malty

M

9;30·10:45

C. Williams

History Dept

6609

Blacks in Latin America
English Dept.

':

Eng.
Eng.

The Black Novelist
The Black Novelist

i'

Food, Fun, Folks and Music

MWF
MWF

R. neming
R. Fleming
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WIJ,O WEST MUSIC'S outdoor garage band Jams
every Saturday this ~urnmer at700 First St., NW. Call
243·229.
8/13
FAT CHANCE B 4 G serving hrs: li:Q0-11 :00 wk
days, 12:CJO.IO:OO Sun. llar QPen 11:00a·l2:00a wk
days, 12:00·12:00 Sun. Enterlail'!ment TWTSS.
Happy hrs 4-7 M·F )0:00p-12:00p TWT. C'mon over
students.
8/13
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Dally Lobo pas a
place fer your classiflcds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
to!.lay ht"food/Fun. ".
tfn

Las N oticias
liON VOYAGF.IN nash French this scmcst~r. ''~"'"
l·ren~h rapidly and well In thi$ lntensiv!: 15 hour
wune Call Truett Book for more Information. 277·
1708.
8/13
~I!ISICIANS AND t:NTJ-:ltTAINERS interested in
performing for Noon Hour Entenainmcnt contact
Jnck or llrmn at PEC277·4660, 277·5002.
8/31
ARTS ANI> SCn;NCt;,'i Proballon Polley Changef
Jlegmmng 5\HJIJllcr 198S ~emcstcr, students will no
longer be admitted em probation nor continued on
probauon wil h n cumul!ltive GPA lower than 2.0 for
rome inrormntlnn conta~t the college office.
8/13
W~~Pl.AY POOl.! ·me Games Area of the
llnion hu~ ll11linrd~. Table Tenms, Foosball, and your
rav<1rite Video Uume~. Open Daily • new 5tudcnt
"''ck'Jamw~pm.
8/13
(oift.Gt: OJ' EDUCATION: Ready for the
tl•>~ll~nse of working with people, focusing on their
lrarnmg ~nd de~cloprnent? Study in Education,
rrrp"re yourself for 11 career in the school, the home,
thr wurkplucennd the cotnmunlty.
8/23
~Ei!PRtSC~Il'T!ON suu;v Glasses at cost.
t umpu1 Safely CHfke.Ncat New Fram~. Removnbl~
•,ulc shirl<loi I'rotc~t your eye\. l.ook good. See well.
t ullnow and ICC safely. 277-3116.
8/13
AMEiu<"AN S'll'DIES FALl. course 360·001
"AlbuqucHillc m u C ultural Context" will be taught
by Byron Johnson. Curntor of History at the
Alhuqu~rque Mu•.cum, on Mondays 3:30· 6:1~p.m.
l'leu\c \otlltbc department for details at277-3929.
8/13
srilot:NT MUSI(~IANS AND Entcrtamers interested in performing the Student Talent CoOlest
,mauct Jnck or Brian at PEC277·4f>60, 277-,602.
8/31
rm; A~U:Itt<:AN STUI)lf.S fall scmmer meeting
aud mixer fur graduate and undergraduate students
will be held on Friday, September 7th at 3:00.
( !llli!WI Mnria rn the l)epnrtrnent QfOcc for detail~ at
277-1929.
8/13
Arll':NTION AMERICAN INillAN. engineering
~tudrnt~l Th~ Nall~e American Program In thr
('ullr~c of Entl)neerlna (NAJ>COE] offm tuiC!ring,
coun!l<'llna, financial aid Information and special
prognms. Calll77·30ll outopbyFarris34S. 8/13
W~:'D LJKt: TO (jet To Know Youl Coffee, CQR•
~ersntlon, reltlxatiOII and friends. Stop by anytime,
Afro-Amcri~an Center 1819 RoniU NE 277·5644!
8/13
Wekome new llNM students.
AliT Cl.ASSt;s, I tcadt woodcnts, printing and
drawing, out of my studio. Small classes, Adult &
<hlldrcn(8·J4) for more information cnii2S~·7929.
8/29
('SW IS ut:lit:l Only $!.SO. Available in 131 Marron
llnll, llNM Bookstore and lrx:al bookstores around
~ampu~. Buyonetwo ... NOWI.
7/26
('I.ASSIFU:DS ~GET Jt&.'i\Jl:I'Sl Place your nd
today 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
.¢

Services
ACCtlliATt:, EXCELLF.NTlYPJST. Term Papers,
Resumes, ETC. 294-0167.
8131
PIANO I,ESSONS: ALL Ages, !.evels. Laura
Kranter·26S·H52.
801
llf:l,LY DANCE C.LASS Credit and NPn·credit
clams information PE Dept. 277-SISI, CommunitY
Collcge277-37$1, MaryAnn Khanllan897·2028.
8 1 23

=~=~~---:-:-::-:-:-::::==-==~:::,:::;

FELI>ENKitAIA:
AWARENJ.:.SS
TIIROUGII
Movement. Credit and Non·credlt classes In·
formation: PE Dept. 277·SISI, Community College
277·3751, MaryAnn Khanllan 897-2028,
8/23
WORD PROCESSING, OVER 5 years experience,
including technical typing. Highest quality disser·
lations, theses, and papers. 822.0342.
8/24
WORD I'IIOCESSlNG TERM Papers, Reports,
Manuscripts, Resumes. 344·6920.
8/13
TYPIST·TERM PAPERS, resumcs299-8970. 10/1
TYPING: £XCELLENT SPELLING & grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential. Days: 26S·.H76 Eves:
25,·3580.
8/21
ACULEX WORD PROCFSSING: theses, dlsscr•
tatlons, term papers, resum~s. graphics. 8) 1·318),
8/13 ..
MARC'S CJU l'fAR CENTER Quality l~ssons, sal~s.
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE.26S·33lS.
tfn
SOFf CONTACT l,ENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call_ Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBeucs; ~019 Menaul Ne.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISIIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on LomiiS just west ofW ashington.
l,(n

-----....,.,,.....---......___,---===-=--=
ACCURATE INFORMA.110N ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization. abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PRF.CJNANCY TESTING &. counselng. Phone 247·
9819.
t(n

Housing

•

Personals

NEED FEMAI,E TO $h~r~ NE ho11se with spa in
exchange for light ho!lsekeeplng. Must be over 21.
Non-smok~f and very neat. 294-3372.
8/20
Nt:AR UNM TVl efficiency, one bedroom Sl~'·00$18S.OO plus electricity. Furnished 1410 Central.
Manager apartment HB.
8/31
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share new and large
t;.o bedroom ~pt. $132.00 mooth utilities paid, lS
minutes from UNM nonsmoker. Please call Jacob
Sisneros at 877-6208,
8/20
HOUSEMA TE WANTED: 5120/mo near UNM 266·
4219.
8/13
PERSON WANTED TO share 3/BR North Valley
house. Two greenhpuses SI7S/mo plus V. utilities.
Kevin344·5431 or 884·0777.
8/13
t"EMALE ROOMMATE WATED: Graduate 51Udent
N011·smoker. Exceptional)' nice lar11e furnished
apartrnent$226.00/month 881·7041 evenings. 8/13
NEEI> IJOUSE MATE Quiet, mature male or female
to share 2 bdr. house w/yard near 1-40 ~nd Rio
Grande, Split rent $187.50 (each) plus utllitle~.
Furniture welcome. Can move in the 18th call Chris at
243-6559.
8/13

For Sale
1971 VW FASTBACK Automatic recent tune-up,
new battery. Excellent condlllc;m. Must seeI Good city
transportation. 242·8S89,
8/13'
EXECUTIVE STUDIO CONDOMINIUM;
Fireplace, Carpet, New appliances; washer/dryer,
jacuzi, whirlpool, welghtroom, outdoor pool, tennis
court, sec!lrity, Hillcrest Park. Carlisle/Montgomery
NE $32,400 Call294-083l; S2,SOO down.
8113
COTroN RUGBY SIIORTS by Canterbury ofNew

1

Lobo Display Ads

the ~la~~ificd'• today. Deadline· 1 p m. the day bef('re
'"'cruon. 1.31 Mnrflln Hall.
tfn

Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Food/Fun
I'OP r •·m.K. Ml'SI(' ft•p group lltre•t frt•nl Wale~.
1 at!' ltnm Sn!lwdon plus solohts. (icncral Store
$< .,~ 01wr $6 !Kl Otmntion rcqut$tcd for re.:eptitm
tnlhmmg. t·11~1 Methodi~t Church. Downtown Srrn
Jucsd<IV~'f.SU\!J4
8113
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Harvard
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I 1 slice cheese pizza,
I salad, lg. soft drink
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AR'tJY & NAVY GOODS
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Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
THUNDERBIRD KEY RING turned Into Daily
Lobo Business office. Inquire RM. 131 Marron H~ll.

ano

CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

am

Miscellaneous
£YEGLASSES WHOLESALE TO the public,
Quality Generic and Designer cy~ear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and Sunglasses. Dunedaln
Opticians. 2S5-2000.
8/13
$360, WEEKLY/UP MAILING Circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush self·
addressed envelope: Division Headquarters. Box
464CfJ, Woodstock, IL 60098.
lOIS
TAP DANCE CLASSES for Fun/Exercise !Qi
Discount UNM. 266·0608.
8/21
GOOD MANNERS FOR your dog. Also poison
proofing· DogLady2SS.9421.
8/13
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There 11re many
discounts available to UNM Jl!:rsonnel and students,
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, renters, life, and health Insurance. No
pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292·
OS II (days and evenings),
8/13
JUDE AWAY OI'FJCES from $40/rnonth 344-4363.
8/23

.

C i.nese C ture Cenf)ter

••······················~
•• Tai Chi,
IIJaffff~!J
L@b@
~
:
c~~ssuioedl A©Js
: Kung Fu
:
~®~ IJ1®SY~Qs
:
Martial

____________,
······················I ,~11\
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1

Ha~vttd 1
1
¢. 11
99 I

•t.z blk. s o! ceouot
26S·47n

3015 Central N.E.

,., ~
uquerque, '"·"1 •
Next To Lobo Theater
call 26 s.7o23
Alb
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Makers of Hand.made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

L?JOU@'lf@@U'@~~IIil®ll'
~nd

••
!
:

f)~cQJHu ~®wJ©[[U®u8
Needed at the
NM Daily Lobo
Bring Portfolio to Marron Hall 138.
For More Information, Call 2n-7527
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•
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I) Billiards
0 Table Tennis
r> Video Games

277-4506

COME ON DOWN!
WATCH FOR NEXT WEEK'S BACk TO SCHOOL POSTER SPECIAL!

•

Arts
Supplies
& Books

...... _...,

tJ!j!l~~i\
I ~ --- Clty
1
11 Slice Cheese Pizzo,
1 Lg. Soft Drink

r································•
•
•
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WANTED STUDENTS TO to llelp with workshop
by playing role of Trauma Vl~tim 8/15 $6.00/HR
Contact Deneen 843·2111 pager631.
8113
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED at Popejoy Hall !o
assist !'lirector for marketing/development. Accurate
typing, proofing, editing and telephone skills. Must
be work study. Contact Melody Smith 277·3824.
8/23
INTERESTED IN TEACHING EnS:Ish as a foreign
language? Conte! the TESL Clearinghouse. 8033
Sunset Blvd., Suite 164, Los Angles, CA 90046. 8/27
ART MUSEUM MONITOR: Work-study position.
15·20 hours/week including daytime, evenings,
;.eekends. Will work with the public and handle
money. Typing skllls ciesired, Call Laura Baxter, 277·
4001.
HELP·TH!l; MOUNTAINSIDE YMCA needs
workstudy students for latch key, sports, !!Ursery,
preschool, guitar, gymnastl~s and more. Call Ron
Murphy 292-2298.
8/20
WANTED EXPERIENCED PART-TIME counterhelp, dishwasher and grill cook. Apply in person 2·4
M-F Sweetwater's Cafe. Yale and Lomas.
8/13
DELIVER TIJE LOBO. Student needed to deliver the
Daily Lobo. Must have truck or stationwagon.
7:30am-lOam Moo-Friday. Apply Marron Hall 131
lmmediatly.
8/20
PART·11ME FEMALE ATIENDANT wanted: to
care for handicapped female grad studentl·3 hours
per day 2 weeks per month. Pay is room, utilities and
small monthly salary, Call Leslie at 268-4892, 8845123 or277·S6S6.
8/13
ATIENTION SCIENCE MAJORS We are now
taking applications for the Minority Biomedical
Research Support Program. If you are a minority
(Black, Chicano, Native American) majoring in
Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Psychology
and would like the opportunity to work In research
laboratory investigate the MBRS Program. If In·
terested Call277·2728, or come by the Basic Medical
Science Building, 'Room 106, School of Medicine.
8/24

.

8/20

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559-$5(},553/ycar. Now
hiring. Your Area, Calll·80S·687·6000 Ext. R·9786.
.8123
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Employment

NONSMOKING MALE HOUSEMATE wanted,
Commodore !lVailable for computer student, organ
for music student. May exchange partial rent for
yard/maintenance work. $150 plus V. utilities. 2947489.
8/21
ROOM TO RENT. Nice 2 bedroom house east of
UNM25S·6S96.
8/13
t'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom home near UNM. Graduate student
preferred. Call Gall after 7pm 266-4628.
8/21
TIIREE; ROOMS FOR rent In spacious NE house.
Two a( 5145.00 and other with bathroom at 5160,00.
Access to entire house • T.V., stereo, kitchen,
washer/dryer. Only 15 minutes from UNM. Call Tom
at243·2819or294·1836.
8/13
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $)70, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwas~er ~nd disposal, recreation
ropm, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 Unieeriit NE. 243·24!14.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $2~0/mo,, for one person, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all uiilttis p~id, SI7S security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks add laundry fneilitles. No
children or P!:ts. Please call before 6;00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

~t.ND YOl'H MK'iSAGt: to t~il! s)lt',ial someone or
fucml~ und fanuly Make •ontact Wllh u message in

CASWERS AND KITCHEN Help. Full or P11rt•
time. Apply In person between 2:00 aod 6:00pm.
Frontier Restaurant 2400 Central SE,
8/13
WE NEED 5 gopd workers nowl Evenings, app~omately 15 hours weekly. Cai126S·5358 leave n~me
and number.
8/13
PIIOTOGRAPtiiC PROCFSSOR, WIUTER I
Columnist needs top quality film processing at fair
price B/W only. Any graduate student in
photography Interested? Call Dr. Stuart 26S·5459.

Zealand, the Authentic $16.95/pr. The Outdoor
Store, Candelaria and Wyorillng292-8S21.
8/24
BALDWIN ORGAN MODEL SIR excellent con·
dition 892·~643.
8/23
DENON STEREO AUTOMATIC Re<:ord changer
two speakers; High-rise; exer~ycle; Sleeper ~ouch;
lamps. 892·5643. ·
8123
IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER for sale. S32S,OO.
292·8112.
8/23

ACROSS
1 Seat
6 - Canada:
Now Ontario
111mplant
14 Oneness
15 Gaspe rock
16 Normal
17 Big house
18 Resembling
noses
20 Earth circle
22 Places
23 Cozy: Var.
25 Rhymester
28 Caged
29"- Maria"
30 Reeked
32 Discolor
34 Mica, e.g.
39 Signed up
42 Folded
43 Ordained
45Aikaline
mineral
46 Learners
49 -de plume
50 Lofty
54 Cannier
55 Corrals
56"- Irish
Rose"

58 Kind of bike
60 Church fete
63Tete-66 Follower
67 Ms. Dunne
68 Delirium
69 "Count to

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

-I"
70 Lodges
71 Modify
DOWN
1 Hard drink
2"-Ciear Day"
3 Unguents
4 Narrative
5 Novice
6-down:
Reversed
7 Writing gear
Bin favor
9Shleld
10 Steeps
11 Rancor
12 Of a wood
13 Rend
19 Face feature
21 Canine
23 Unloved
24 Sheeplike
26 Garment

27Famed
archer
30 Finch
31 Fares
33 Procure
35 Vehicle
36Dayof37 Joint part
38 Cheeses
40Ampte,
of old
41 Siva's wife
44 Far off

47 Lays off
48 Sea eagle
50 Implicit
51 Lessen
52 Fabric
53 Anteceded
55 Flower part
57 Fissure
59 Gazelle
61 Ahead of
62 Hombres
64 Fasten
65 Audience

~

